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DECISION RECORD
AND
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
FOR
SODIUM LEASING
IN THE GREEN RIVER BASIN OF SOUTHWESTERN WYOMING

SUMMARY OF SODIUM LEASING PROPOSAL
The BLM is charged with leasing federal mineral resources. BLM is proposing to hold a sodium
lease sale of seven tracts incorporating a total of 9,893.91 acres as shown on Map I.

Dear Reader:
The enclosed Dec~ion Record (DR) and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) allows BLM to proceed with
a competitive sale for leasing specific tracts of the federal sodium resource. This decision Is based upon the
envlronmenul assessment (EA) released In July 1995, public scoplng for Issues, and review of the EA by
individuals, Interest groups, Indwuy, and governmental endties.
The EA, prepared by BLM, fulfliis the requirements of the National Environmenul Policy Act of 1969, as
amended. In addition, leasing of the federal sodium resource Is In conformance with the Kemmerer Resource
Management Plan and the Salt Wells Management Framework Plan. In addition, sodium leasing consideration
Is a valid use of public resources under all alternatives addressed In the Green River Resource Management Plan
Draft Envlronmenul Impact Sutement.
The BLM wishes to thank those who participated during the analysis process. Your Involvement has enhanced
BLM's ability to make an informed decision.
Appeal procedures are described In the decision. If you require more information or want additional copies
of the DR/FONSI, please conuct Ted Murphy at 307·382·5350.

Federal sodium leases are issued based upon a system of closed competitive bids. The highest
bidder may receive the lease provided the bid meets or exceeds fair market value. Leases have
a 20-year primary term with discretionary IO-year renewal periods thereafter. A federal sodi um
lease is not automatically r~newed but may be renewed upon the lessee's timely request for
renewa l. All leases adjudicated for renewal are reviewed and the lease terms, conditions. and
special stipulations may be changed or modified to conform with current policy and regulations.
Leasing of federal sodium tracts does not authorize physical development of the leased mineral.
Further environmental analysis would be required upon receipt of a development proposal.
However, leasing does convey a right to recover the leased mineral.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
The Environmental Assessment for Sodium Leasing in the Green River Basin of Southwestern
Wyoming (Sodium EA) analyzed the Proposed Action (leasing of identified sodi um tracts as
described on page 7 of the Sodium EA) and the No Action Alternative (no leasing of identified
sodium tracts). Several other alternatives were considered but dropped from further analysis:
reduced acresltracts offered, holding a lease sale for a different area within the Known Sodium
Leasing Area (KSLA), and a no leasing alternative that would amend existing land use plans.
These three alternati ves were dropped from consideration because they were shown to be either
unwarranted (via eco nomic analysis), industry showed no interest in other areas within the KSLA.
or contrary to existing land use plans.

DECISION
Enclosure
Based upon the analysis of the potential environmental consequences described in the Sodium
EA. and in consideration of public. industry. and governmental agency comments received. it is
my decision to allow the following tracts of the sodi um resource to be offered for lease :
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Lease Tract E
T. 17 N., R. 108 W., Section 30 (638.80 acres)
Lease Tract F
T. 17 N., R. 108 W., Sections 20, 28, 34 (1,920 acres)
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Lease T,act G
T. 15 N., R. 108 W., Sections 6 and 8 (1,269.52 acres)
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All sodium tracts offered for sale wi ll be leased subject to the mitigation measures identified in
Appendix A.
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Based upon my review of the analysis in the Sodium EA, I have determined that the Proposed
Action (leasing of sodium tracts) is in conformance with the approved land use plans (Kemmerer
Resource Management Plan (1986), Salt Wells Ma.'lagement Framework Plan (1983), and Green
River Resource Management Plan Draft Environmental Impact Statement - No Action Alternative
( 1992)) and the programmatic Sodium Mineral Development Environmental Assessment (1983) .
Leasing of federal sodium tracts will not have a signifi~,,", impa~t un the human e!1vironment.
Therefore, an environmental impact statement is no! required at the leasi ng stage.
However. as stated in the environmental assessment, potentially significant impacts to air quality.
wildlife. and to the social/economic situation could occu, should surface development be proposed
in the future. Therefore, additional environmental analysis would be required at the development
stage to address these concerns.
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Lease Tract B
T. 17 N" R. 109 W., Sections 22 and 26 (1 ,280 acres)

Lease Tract D
T. 17 N" R. 109 W" Section 12 (401.63 acres)
T. 17 N., R. 108 W., Sections 6,8, and 18 (1,910.36 acres)

/
~

Lease Tract A
T. 17 N" R. 109 W., Sections 20 and 28 (1,280 acres)

Lease Tract C
T. 17 N" R. 109 W. , Sections 14 and 24 (1 , 193.60 acres)
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MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS/RATIONALE FOR DECISION

My decision to approve leasing of sodium tracts is based upon the following :
I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Consistency with Land Use Plans -- This decision is in conformance with the overall
planning direction for the area. The programmatic Sodium Mineral Development EA. Salt
Wells Management Framework Plan. and the Kemmerer Resource Management Plan allow
for issuance of competitive leases within the KSLA to meet certain objectives : to make
sodium minerals available in an orderly and timely manner to meet national and export
needs. to promote healthy competition within the industry. and to assure a fair return to
the public. In addition, this decision is in conformance with the No Action Alternative
(current management practices) found in the Green River RMP. DEIS.
Public Involvement. Scoping Issues. and EA Comments -- Opportunity for public
involvement was provided throughout the environmental process. Scoping for issues and
alternatives was initiated on September 12. 1994 with the mailing of a scoping notice and
issuing of a news release. Twenty response letters were received. A summary of the
scoping issues brought forth by the public can be found on pages 97-105 (Chapter V) of
the associated EA. Approximately 240 copies of the EA were distributed to the public
for review and comment on July 14, 1995 . In response to the EA. \3 comment letters
were received.
See Appendix C for BLM response to these comment letters.
Additionally. several lette identified errors in the text of the EA. Those errors have
been identified and correl !d in the Errata Section, Appendix B.
Agency Statutory Requirements -- All pertinent statutory requirements applicable to this
proposal were considered. This includes consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service regarding potential threatened, endangered, and candidate species. No listed
species were found to be compromised by the leasing action. The impacts of development
on threatened and endangered species will be analyzed in the site-specific environmental
document(s).
National Policy -- Federal sodium mineral deposits are leased under the authority of the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.
as amended. Under the Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970. it is in the national
interest of the United States to foster and encourage private enterprise for development
of an economically sound and stable domestic mining pwgram and that an adequate and
stable supply of materials necessary to maintain national security, economic well-being.
and industrial production in balance with a healthy environm~nt be maintained (PL 96479) .
Measures to Avoid or Minimize Environmental Harm -- The adoption of the mitigation
measures identified in the EA. as modified per responses to comment letters in Appendix
C, and contained in this Decision Record as Appendix A represent all practicable means
to avoid or minimize environmental harm.
4

6.

Finding of No Significant Impact -- The Proposed Action, authorizing competitive leasing
of the sodium tracts, will not result in impacts that exceed the significance criteria defined
for each resource.

The EA will guide implementation of the Proposed Action, leasing of sodium tracts with
appropriate mitigation measures. Depending upon the circumstances, additional site-specific
analysis will be required if surface facilities for mine development are proposed in the future .
COMPLIANCE AND MONITORING
The mitigation measures identified in Appendix A will be attached to each lease. These measures
are meant to avoid or minimize undue or unnecessary impacts during development of the lease.
Additional measures may be applied at the development stage to further reduce or avoid adverse
impacts.
ROY ALTY RATE
As noted on page nine of the Sodium EA, "In 1993, an analysis of the royalty rate for new and
renewed sodium leases within the Green River Basin was completed ... The Assistant Secretary and
the Director are .. .reviewing the analysis and evaluating the recommended options and
alternatives ... all existing and future leases will be subject to the final royalty rate decision." As
of the release date of this Decision Record, the situation has not changed relative to a "final
royalty rate decision." Therefore, the subject sodium leases will not be offered for competitive
bid until the Secretary of the Interior has established a final royalty rate.
COINCIDENTAL DEVELOPMENT
The Joint Industry Committee (JIC) made up of representatives from the oil and gas industry,
sodium industry, the Wyoming Mining Association, the Petroleum association of Wyoming, the
State of Wyoming, Union Pacific Resources, and the BLM are presently studying the effects
associated with coincidental trona and oil and gas development. Through a test program, the JIC
will collect technical information about the interaction of trona mining and oil and gas production
to help industry participants, mineral owners, and regulatory agencies resolve conflicts that may
arise from development of both mineral resources.
APPEAL
This decision is subject to appeal. This decision may be appealed to the Interior Board of Land
Appeals, Office of the Secretary, in accordance with the regulations contained in 43 CFR 4. If
an appeal is filed . your notice of appeal must be filed in the Rock Springs District Office (280
Highway 191 North. Rock Springs, Wyoming 82901) within 30 days from the date of this
decision. The appellant has the burden of showing that the decision appealed from is in error.

5

If you wish to file a petition (request) for a stay (suspension) of the effectiveness of this decision
during the time that your appeal is being reviewed by the Board. the petition for a stay must
accompany your notice of appeal. If you request a stay, you have the burden of proof to
demon,trate that a stay should be granted (pursuant to 43 CFR 4.2 1(b)).
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APPENDIX A
MITIGATION MEASURES
LEASE PROVISIONS

Lease Stipulations
All leases issued will be subject to the following special stipulations in addition to the standard
lease terms and conditions:
A.

SURFACE OCCUPANCY CRITERIA
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE PROTECTION

6

I.

Under the terms of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, the lessee shall conduct
surveys to determine if special status species or their habitats are present in
proposed areas, and alternative areas, for surface disturbance regardless of land
ownership. If it is determined that special status species could be affected,
appropriate consultations shall be conducted between the BLM, USFWS, WGFD,
and the proponent. No activities shall be authorized until the consultation is
complete as specified by Section iCc) of the Endangered Species Act. The
Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS as a result of the consultation process
shall specify mitigation measures to be carried out by the proponent.

2.

No above ground facilities (power lines, storage tanks, fences, etc.) will be
allowed on or within a 1/4 mile radius of active sage grouse strutting grounds.
Linear disturbances such as pipelines, seismic activity, etc. , could be granted
exceptions. Construction activities will avoid the area within 1/4 mile radius of
active strutting grounds from sunset to 9 a.m. daily from February I through May
15. Seasonal restrictions will be applied within an additional 1.75 mile radius
from leks to protect sage grouse nesting habitat. Exceptions to seasonal
restrictions may be granted.

3.

Nesting raptors will be protected by restricting surface disturbing activities within
1/2 mile to 1 mile radius of active or historic raptor nesting sites (depends OJ.
species). Active or historic raplor nesting sites will be protected and managed for
continued nesting activities.

4.

Construction activities of short-term duration (i.e. , six months or less) shall be
subject to season-of-use restrictions to protect big game crucial winter habitat. No
surface occupancy for such short-term duration construction activities shall be
allowed from November 15 to April 30 unless approved by the authorized officer
(AO - either the area manager, district manager, or state director).

1
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5.

No surface occupancy within certain lambing and high-value li vestock grazing
areas unless authorized by the AO. In cases whe re loss of such habitat is
unavoidable, off-site enhancement projects may be required by the AO.

6.

Surface uses such as processing plants and tailings ponds which result in long-term
loss of wildlife habitat may require the enhancement of habitat and habitat
manipulation off-site (but within the lease boundary) as determined by the BLM
AO. Types of improvements will include, but are not limited to. seeding,
prescribed burning, guzzler/water development, plantings, and fencing

7.

Clearance for Special Status Plants (SSPs) must be done by an authorized botanist
prior to any surface disturbing activities. If SSPs species are found during
surveys, the AO may require:

through the BLM. to determine
resource/survey/inventory is required.

Reasonable relocation of the surface facility to where the plants are
less abundant;
above-ground placement to avoid surface disturbance;
restrict construction traffic to existing roads;
on-site monitoring of construction activities by a qualified botanist
to avoid impacts to existing off-site locations;
fencing, flagging, or other means of identifying avoidance areas;
transplantation of impacted SSPs; and/or
timing of disturbance for after seed set.
12.

8.

All areas that pose hazards to livestock and wildlife species will be fenced. Such
areas include plant sites, tailings ponds, containment ponds, primary and secondary
sewage lagoons, etc. Fencing standards will be approved by the AO.

9.

Tailings ponds and associated facilities will comply with the Migratory Bird Act.

if

a

site-speci fic

cultural

b.

If a survey is required the lessee or permittee shall fund and engage the
services of a qualified cultural resource specialist acceptable to the federal
surface management agency to conduct an intensive inventory for evidence
of cultural resource values. A report of such survey shall be approved by
the AO of the surface management agency and the BLM .

c.

Fund and implement mitigation measures required by the surface
management agency to preserve or avoid destruction of cultural resource
values. Mitigation may include relocation of proposed facilities. testing.
and salvage or other protective measures. Where impacts cannot be
mitigated to the satisfaction of the surface management agency, surface
occupancy on areas with significant cultural resource values could be
prohibited.

d.

The lessee or permittee shall immediately bring to the attention of the AO
of the federal surface management agency or BLM any cultural resource
or any other object of scientific interest discovered as a result of surface
operations under this lease. No disturbance of such discoveries will be
allowed until the lessee or permittee is directed to proceed by the BLM .

Prior to construction the lessee or permittee shall contact the appropriate BLM
office or appropriate surface management agency to determine if a site-spcci fic
paleontological resource/survey/inventory is required. If a survey is needed. the
lessee or permittee will provide a qualified individual approved by the BLM to
conduct the survey. If paleontological resources are discovered in the course of
construction or excavation. the activity will cease and the BLM AO notified. The
company will provide a qualified individual approved by the BLM to collect and
remove the fossils.

HISTORICALIP ALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCE PROTECTION
FLAMING GORGE NATIONAL RECREATION AREA PROTECTION
10.

II.

No surface occupancy within 1/4 mile, or visual horizon, of either side of
significant portions of historic trails and associated sites for the purpose of
protecting these historical values (actual di~tance varies with topography) unless
authorized by the AO.
Prior to undertaking any surface-disturbing activities on the lands covered by a
lease or permit, the lessee or permittee, unless notified to the contrary by the AO,
shall :
a.

Contact the appropriate BLM office or the appropriate surface management
agency where the surface of the lands are administered by such agency.
2

13.

No surface occupancy shall be permitted on the areas within the Flaming Gorge
National Recreation Area (NRA) which are classified as retention by the Forest
Service ' s visual management system. These areas are shown on the Forest
Service' s Visual Planning Map. available at the Manila. Utah office.

14.

Limit surface occupancy within the areas of Flaming Gorge National Recreation
Area which are classified as partial retention areas by the Forest Services visual
management system . Mineral leases may be allowed in these areas provided the
visual. environmental. and recreational values can be protected and mineral
activities remain subordinate to the characteristic landscape. The lessee will be

required to coordinate development proposals with personnel from Flaming Gorge
National Recreation Area in order to assure potential impacts to the recreation area
are mitigated to an acceptable level.
IS .

16.

Locate plant facilities where they will not significantly degradc air quality over the
Flaming Gorge NRA: or cause heavy fog conditions that would be significant
hazards to public health, such as black icing of major highways. or such as
extreme and continual fog that could inhibit transportation or recreation activities.
Consultation with the Bureau of Reclamation and Forest Service will be conducted
prior to any development within or adjacent to their administered lands.

22.

Discharge of water on public lands will not be allowed without permits from DEQ
and authorization from the BLM.

23 .

All proposed water sources will be reviewed and approved by the State Engineer' s
office and BLM as appropriate.

24 .

Prior to road construction, centerline surveys and construction designs will be
submitted to and approved by the AO.

SURFACE WATER RESOURCE PROTECTION
25 .

No surface occupancy within one-half mile of either side of the Flaming Gorge
Reservoir and the Green, Blacks Fork, and Hams Fork rivers for the purpose of
protecting water quality. Exceptions for ancillary facilities may be authorized by
the AO.

26.

Plant, mill, tailings pond, and sewage lagoon will be located at least one mile from
existing perennial waters, unless otherwise authorized by the AO.

PLANSIPERMITS REQUIRED
17.

18.

Five days prior to any construction/drilling activities on a lease or permit area. a
preconstruction conference will be held with the AO or the AO's representative.
Those attending will be the lessee or permittee and all hi s contractors or agents
involved with constructiOn/drilling activities on the lease or permit.
Prior to holding of the work conference, the permittee or lessee shall submit a
constructiOn/exploration plan IS working days prior to preconstruction conference
and shall contain. but not limited to, the following :
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

A hydro-geologic study addressing the hydrologic characteristics of
aquifers (especially those high in sodium content) that may be
affected by drilling/construction activities.
Quantity and quality of ground water.
A detailed plan of access to all proposed drill sites.
A detailed schedule of drilling, showing the sequence of drilling
and approximate dates.
A reclamation plan of disturbed areas and sites.
A wildlife mitigation plan .

19.

A soil conservation plan tailored to each mine site shall be developed and
approved by the BLM AO prior to construction. The AO may accept the
WDEQ/ LQD approved application for Permit to Mine.

20.

Access other than casual use across public lands to the lease area will require
authorization through either the issuance of a right-of-way (ROW) or an on-lease
authori zation.

21.

Borrow areas or gravel pits on public land will require a permit from the BLM.
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SURFACEIBELOW SURFACE RESOURCE PROTECTION
27.

The permittee or lessee shall avoid any operation when the ground is muddy
andlor wet. The BLM AO may prohibit exploration, drilling, or other activities
during wet or heavy snow periods where compliance with Wyoming DEQ-Water
Quality Division storm water discharge permit requirements are not met. Any
damages will immediately be reported to the AO for reclamation procedures.

28.

Surface disturbing activity will not be allowed on slopes greater than 25% unless
an engineering plan is submitted and approved by the AO.

29.

Waterbars will be constructed on rehabilitated linear rights-of-way to prevent
erosion. General guidelines for installation of water breaks are: less than 2% grade,
200-foot interval ; 2-4% grade, I DO-foot interval ; 4-5% grade, 75-foot interval ;
greater than 5% grade, 50-foot interval. A certain degree of latitude is allowed
in the waterbreak interval spacing. Unstable soils may require a closer interval
spacing, whereas the interval spacing may be greater on very stable soils or rock
outcroppings.
A conservative (close) interval spacing is the general
recommendation. Waterbreaks are generally constructed on the contour and empty
on the downhill side of the cleared area. They are to be constructed to begin in
vegetation on the uphill side and feather out into vegetation on the downhill side.

30.

Clearing of vegetation within pipeline, powerline, and communication line ri ghtsof-way will be limited to that area necessary for safe operation of equipment and
to permit construction activities.
5
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31.

Construction of facilities (i.e .• plant buildings. roads. pipelines. powerlines.
communication lines. etc.) on or with frozen soils will be prohibited.

water. or other sensitive resources by hazardous materialslsubstances and oil
materials does not occur.

32.

Visible structures will be painted with natural colors to blend wi th the landscape
(pump houses on water lines. storage tanks. etc.). \ppropriate colors will be
selected by the AO.

33.

Developments will be designed to meet the VRM Class standards.

34.

Ancillary facilities such as roads. powerlines. and pipelines should be located
adjacent to existing linear facilities wherever possi ble.

35.

The BLM and State Engineer's Office shall be notified in writing if black water
or flowing artesian wells are encountered during exploration/drilling operations.

The lessee shall review EPA's Consolidated List of Chemicals Subject to
Reporting Under Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA) of 1986 (as amended) to determine whether materials proposed for
construction/mining activities qualify as hazardous substances. The lessee shall
also identify extremely hazardous substances (EHSs) within the list of hazardous
substances by referring to the List of Extremely Hazardous Substances and Their
Threshold Planning Ouantities defined in 40 CFR 355. as amended. Identified
hozardous substanceslEHSs shall be quantified as to amount (given in pounds
whether in solid. liquid. or gaseous form) that will be present during construction.
mining. or soda ash processing activities. The complied list of hazardous
substanceslEHSs used on the project (including projected quantities) must be
included in the environmental analysis.

36.

During shaft excavation, high ground water inflows will be grouted and scaled if
technically feasible.

37.

The lessee will be responsible for reseeding disturbed areas (native species onl y)
no longer needed for operational purposes. Success of reseeding will be evaluated
using the following criteria: attainment of 50% of predisturbance cover in three
years and 80% of predisturbance cover in five years.

38.

All embankment fill material for reservoir dams should come from within the
reservoir areas. Borrow pits will not be required unless special materials arc
necessary. such as clay for backfilling a core trench. If a separate fill area is
utilized. after the fill is removed the area will be stabilized.

39.

The lessee will demonstrate that the proposed tailings pond area will be made
impervious to seepage.

40.

Tailings ponds will be designed to withstand two consecutive 100-year floods.
This includes the use of di version canals or ditches to intercept natural rur,off and
divert drainages below tailings ponds area.

Any release (e.g .. leaks. spills, etc.) of hazardous substances in excess of the
reportable quanti ty as established by 40 CFR 117 shall be reported to the National
Response Center in Washington D.C.. as required by the Comprehensive
Environmental Response. Compensation. and Liability Act of 1980, as amended.
A copy of the release report shall be furnished to appropriate federal (including
BLM). state. and local age ncies.
Release of hazardous substances or oil materials (including but limited to
petroleum. fuel , oil . crude oil. crude condensate, oil refuse. and oil mixed with
wastes) shall be reported to the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
(WDEQ) if the release exceeds WDEQ's standards in Regulations for Releases of
Oil and Hazardous Substances into Water of the State of Wyoming. Chapter IV
(W.S. 35- 11-305 and 35- 11-302). Oil materials must be handled. located. stored.
treated, and disposed of in accordance with the lessee's Spill Preve ntion. Control.
and Countermeasure Plan as determined by 40 CFR 11 2.
43 .

All trash and garbage must be stored in an appropriate container/cage. and hauled
to an authori zed sanitary landfill.

41.

A contingency plan for tailings pond failure will be prepared for BLM and DEQ
approval.

44.

All drainages will be kept open to allow free water movement. Road crossings
shall be designed so they minimize erosion.

42.

The lessee shall comply with all applicable federal , state. and local laws or
regulations that currently exist or are hereafter enacted or promulgated regarding
hazardous materialslsubstances and oi l materials. Hazardous materialslsubstances
and oi l materials shall be handled. located, stored. treated. and disposed of in an
environmentally safe manner. The lessee shall ensure that contamination of soil .

45 .

Road drainage crossings shall be designed so they will not cause siltatio n or
acc umulation of debris in the drainage crossing nor shall the drainages be blocked
by the road bed. Whenever possible. stream bank crossings on major drainages
should be constructed wi th the bank feathered back on a 45 degree horizontal
angle or less to avoid si ltation.
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46.

Existing roads to streams. rivers, or reservoirs will be used whenever possible to
minimize disturbance, channelization, or runoff.

47.

Culverts shall be designed with necessary energy dissipation devices. that will
handle at least a 25-year flood event, and/or that comply with WDEQ flood
standards. Proper size culverts or bridge structures will be installed at each
drainage crossing. Design plans will assure that the culvert installed will be
capable of handling the volume of flow without being washed out. The lessee will
submit for BLM' s approval the type of structure and dissipation device design
prior to installation.

48.

The company or its operator will indicate in their development plans locations of
drainage crossings along with the type of structure (culvert, arch bridge, etc.)
proposed to be approved by the AO.

49.

Temporary streambank stability structures may be required on a case-by-case basis
where access roads cross stream channels or parallel steep cutbanks and fill slopes.
Cribbing or retaining structures on constructed slopes in unstable soil steeper than
2 to I may also be required.

50.

Permanent access roads to plant sites, mine shafts, parking lots, etc., will be paved
(asphalt) to eliminate dust generated by vehicular movement and designed to
acceptable safety standards.

5 1.

Temporary or unpaved road surfaces will be water sprayed or covered with a dust
binding agent to reduce dust and visual impacts during the heavy vehicular use
periods.

52.

Watering or other approved dust control methods will be required during the
construction of plant sites, rights-of-way, tailings ponds, and during rehabilitation
operations when dust and resulting air pollution exceeds standards set by the
Wyoming DEQ.

53 .

Plant sites will be designed for "zero discharge concept" through the use of
containment ponds.

54.

Soi l stockpi les from tailings ponds and plant sites with wind erodibility potential
should be graded on all sides to a maxi mum slope of 4: I before being revegetated.
Stockpiles shall be no more than four feet high . These stockpiles will be seeded
if soil will be stockpiled more than one growing season. Other wind erosion
precautions such as snow fences, mulching. mixing of topsoils, or covering
stockpiles wi th soils of low wind erosion properties will be done where deemed
necessary.
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B.

55.

Stockpiles of trona and coal shall be covered.

56.

Whenever possible. a portable mud pit shall be used when drilling with fluids.
Where this is not possible. the pit shall be rehabilitated immediately following the
drilling operation.

57.

If drilling platforms or mud pits are constructed, at least six inches of topsoil or
available soil material will be removed and saved and spread over disturbed areas
after completion of operations, unless otherwise specified by the AO.

58.

All prospecting activities including, but not limited to, drilling operations, water
hauling, various vehicular traffic , etc. , shall be restricted to the permitted area
and/or the area authorized in the ROW.

59.

All drill holes will be plugged in accordance with the State of Wyoming Land
Quality Rules and Regulations, and in particular W.S. 35 -11-404.

60.

Pipelines will be buried to a sufficient depth to allow at least 30 inches of backfill
above the top of the pipe and the backfill shall not extend above the original
ground surface after the fill has settled. Where the underground facility crosses
solid rock or extremely rocky terrain, the facility will be buried to sufficient depth
to allow at least 18 inches of backfill over the top of the pipe and the backfill
shall not extend above the original ground level after the fill has settled.

61.

All disturbed areas no longer utilized will be rehabilitated to the satisfaction and
specifications of the AO.

62.

Revegetation must be done using seed from native species to replace the native
vegetation that was there prior to disturbance (especially in critical wildlife areas) .
Executive Order No. 11987 restricts the use of exotic (non-native) species.

OTHER MITIGATION MEASURES

63.

The lessee shall be responsible for all costs of relocati ng valid rights-of-way (i.e. ,
pipelines, powerlines, roads. range improvements) which exist on the day the lease
is issued. Relocating these types of facilities approved after this date shall be
borne by the holder of said right or grant.

64.

The lessee shall be required to pay the value of the royalty due on salable sodium
products which would have been produced from any trona left unmined. without
approval of the AO, which should have been recovered under the approved mine
plan and which is otherwise lost or left economically inaccessible by mechanical
techniques.
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65.

c.

Operations wi ll not be approved which have been determined by the AO to
unreasonably interfere with the orderly development andlor production from a
valid existing mineral lease issued prior to this lease for the same lands.

APPENDIX B
ERRATA SECTION
FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL :\SSESSMENT FOR SODIUM LEASING IN THE
GREEN RIVER BASIN OF SOUTHWESTERN WYOMING

ADDITIONAL MITIGATION MEASURES
66.

Material crushers and processing facilities will have air pollution control measures
as required by the State of Wyoming.
PAGE

67.

68.

69.

If the public is likely to be exposed to continuous particulate andlor gaseous
pollutants. then BACT (Best Available Control Technology) wi ll be required to
contain the pollutants within prescribed standards and may include monitoring.
BLM will not authorize any activity that would violate federal or state air quality
standards as mandated by the Clean Air Act. Federal Land Policy and
Management Act, and the Environmental Quality Act of Wyoming. The
proponent of any future development proposal would be required to complete a
detailed analysis of air quality issues, including potential direct. indirect, and
cumulative effects. in conjunction with the environmental analysis. Cumulative
impacts. at a minimum, will include impacts from existing mineral development
and any foreseeable development.

PARAGRAPHI
ITEM

14

25.

Stipulation modified: During shaft excavation. high ground
water inflows will be grouted and sealed if technically
feasible.
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36.

Stipulation modified : A svil conservation plan tailored to
each mine site shal! be developed and approved by the BLM
AO prior to construction.
The AO may accept the
WDEQ/LQD approved application for Permit to Mine.
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53.

Stipulation modified: The lessee shall be responsible h1f all
costs of relocating valid rights-of-way (i.e.. pipelines.
powerlines. roads. range improvements) which exist on the
day the lease is issued. Relocating these types of facilities
approved afte r this dat. shall be borne by the holder of said
right or grant.

26

2

Second sentence is modified to read : The Wilkins Peak
contains approximately 42 beds of trona. or trona and halite.
some of which are currently being mined by five companies
in the area.

To ensure protection of waterfowl, shorebirds, migratory birds, other wildlife. and
domestic animal species, and to aid in successful reclamation of tailings ponds, the
lessee shall be required to design protective measures in consultation with the
BLM. FWS, WGFD, WDEQ, and other federal, state, and local agencies having
administrative jurisdiction.

70.

BLM may require some 2-track trails within the area to be reclaimed in order to
compensate for lost AUMs, if construction of surface faci lities occurs.

71.

USFWS has determined that all depletions of water from the Colorado River
System are likely to adversely affect threatened and endangered fish species of the
Colorado River. Section 7 formal consultation with the USFWS is required. To
offset project depletion impacts to the listed fish species of the Colorado River
System. the lessee will be required to make a one-time contribution to the
Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program . The one-time contribution
will be based upon the average annual depletion anticipated by the lessee or
operator and the lessee or operator and the USFWS specified per acre foot of
depletion.

CORRECTION
CHAPTER"

CHAPTER III

41

Section entitled Black-Footed Ferret . The text has been
changed as fo llows: Existing survey and field inspections
have not documented any prairie dog towns within the
analysis area that exceed the eight active burrows per ac re
which is the density requiring a black-footed ferret search or
that would likely support a ferret population.
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PAGE

PARAGRAPHI
ITEM

Section entitled Oil and Gas Reserves. Add the following
sentence to end of the paragraph: Usi ng $ 1.65/MCF . the
potential reven ues generated from the Frontier Formation
would be $ 16.4 million and just over two million in royalty
payments. A similar well in the Dakota Formation could
generate $14.4 million in revenue and $1.8 million in
royalty payments.

45

APPENDIX C
BLM RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS

CORRECTION

BLM received 13 comment letters during the comment period ending August 15, 1995 . One
comment letter arrived after the closure date but BLM has decided to also include those
comments. BLM's responses to the comments are provided below.
EUGENE SIMONS

I.

CHAPTER IV
Add Russ Tanner. Green River Resource Area. Cultural
Resources to the list of preparers.

83

As previously stated, tilis tract slrould II0t be illeluded for tI,e followillg reasOllS:

DECISION RECORD - MITIGATION MEASURES

Ti,e lalld does not form tI,e basis for a "logical millillg unit" alld tlrerefore, would II0t
cOliform to tire BLM policy to promote tlrat objective.

Based upon agency comments. BLM has clarified certain
mitigation measures and has restructured them into
categories. BLM feels thi s will help the reader and potential
lessee better understand the protective measures being
applied to the lease ;.
2
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9.

3.

When BLM designed the tracts for leasing, only lands nominated by interested parties
were used to develop tracts A-G. The tracts were designed to promote healthy
competition within the soda ash industry and ensure a fair market value return to the
public while ensuring environmentally sound development.

Deleted mitigation measures shown as 47 and 48 in the
Sodium EA and replaced them with the measure identi fied
as number nine . It states: Tailings ponds and associated
facilities will comply wi th the Migratory Bird Act.
In response to age ncy and public concerns raised during
review of the Sodium Leasing EA in regard to air quality
issues. BLM has added the following mitigation measure:
BLM will not authorize any activity that would violate
federal or state air quality standards as mandated by the
Clean Air Act. Federal Land Policy and Management Act.
and the Environmental Quality Act of Wyoming. The
proponent of any future development proposal wo uld be
req uired to complete a detailed analysis of air quality issues.
including potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects. in
conjunction with the environmental analysis. Cumulative
impacts, at a minimum, wi ll include impacts from existing
mineral development and any foreseeable development.
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Please refer to my leiters of July 8, 1993, October 10, 1994, and May 22, 1995. I
submit tire same commellts alld objections to tire above referellced EA, specifically to
tire offer of Tract "G" for competitive bid. (TJ5N, R108W, Sections 6 alld 8 - 1269.52
acres).

The lands within Tract G we re nominated and appear to play an important part in the
development of the Wold Trona Company Mine. as Wold Trona is the lessee of record
of the State of Wyoming sections to the north and south of the Tract G. Wold Minerals
Company has proposed development of the trona within Tract G, providing they are the
successful bidder. It is felt that Tract G does form the basis for a logical mining unit, due
to the lands leased aro und the proposed tract, and the approval of the Wold Trona
Company ' s mine permit.

2.

Tire simuitalleous developmelll of our ellvironmelltally sellsitive leases all tire east side
of tire reservoir witlr tlrose all tire west would probably II0t promote tire public interest.
However, tI,e LMU formed by tire proposed exc/lOllge would be ill tI,e public interest.
Tire acquisitioll of Tract "G" by a separate elltity would disrupttlris plall resulling ill
fractured ow/reFSI,ips tlrat could prevellttlre orderly developmellt of tIle valuable trona
reserves in Illis area.
BLM does not presently recognize Mr. Simons as a lessee on the east side of the Flaming
Gorge Reservoir. as a Preference Right Lease has not been issued. The reference to a
"proposed exchange" is beyond the scope of thi s document and therefore. not addressed.
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3.

Tract "G" does nol adjoin any active trOlla mill;IIg operatioll and its reserves are "01
required for any development.

The submittal and approval of an underground mine permit is a big step toward the
orderl y development of the sodium resource within a given tract (e.g .• as the Wold
Minerals Company has done). Please refer to response to comment I .

See response to comment I.
4.

The BLM has established a long record promising to cOllsider all exchallge whell the
lease riglrts are acquired. (Leller of May 11, 1995). Tire agellcy is bOlllld to be
consistent ill its dealillgs with affected persolls alld mllst adlrere to all established
pallern of conduct (IBLA 89-159). Tllis pallern Iras been decisively established by
correspondence from governmellt officials and cOll/orms to tire pllblislred laws allli
regulations.
Again. the reference to a proposed exchange is beyond the scope of thi s document. The
respondent should refer to 43 CFR 3508, Mineral Lease Exchange. Prior to initiating an
exchange, a public interest determination must be made which indicates that deve lopment
of the preference right lease applications W-9026 and W-9027 would not be in the public
interest. Until the BLM receives the document stating lease deve lopment is not
compatible to the Flaming Gorge NRA, BLM is not inclined to discuss any proposal
developed by the holder of the PRLAs.

5.

7.

See response to comment 4.
8.

The EA states tlrat an existing exclrange proposal is outside of its scope (Page 5). By
leller of May 15, 1995, tire BLM stated tliat tire agency would cOllcentrate Oil lease
issuallce ratlrer than on the excl,allge. On or about July 6, 1995, tire BLM transmilled
a leller from tire Forest Service stating tlrat they disagreed witl, tire IBLA decisions.
Notlring more Iras beell heard from eitlrer agellcy. Tlrerefore, it is logical to assllme
tlrat tire BLM intends to proceed witlr tire bid and witlrllOld botlr tire leases alld tire
excl,allge. On tlrat assumptioll we wil/take 01/ legal actions required to prevellt tlrat
from happening.
Thi s issue is outside the scope of this document. BLM in conjunction with the Forest
Service are acti vely pursuing the issuance of PRLAs (W-9026 and W-9027). We will not
be withdrawing Tract G form the lease sale (see response to comment I).

HOLLAND AND HART

6.

Simolls is tire Irolder of Preferellce Riglrt Lease Applications W-9016 alld W-9017 (tire
"PRLAs"), coverillg lallds in proximity to Lease Tract G. By Order dated January 17,
1995 ill Bureau orLand Management v. Eugene V. Simons,lBLA 91-149, the Interior
Board of Land Appeals affirmed lI,at Simolls Irad established his entitlemelltto issuance
of tire PRLAs. Notwitlrstallding tlrat order, tl,e PRLAs still I,ave 1I0t beell issued. A
leller from tire BLM to Tom Sallsonelli dated July 13, 1995 illdicates tlrat BLM does
II0t expect :0 issue tire PRLAs for several more monti,s, due to analysis by tire U.S.
Forest Service.

Section 8, ill Lease Tract G, cOllstitutes pari of tire selected lallds in a long pendillg
proposal for tire exchange of certain lands in the PRLAs for lands outside tire Flaming
Gorge National Recreation Area made by Simons and his predecessors in interest. Tire
land exclrange proposal first was made in a leller dated December 4, 1971 To Daniel
B. Baker, BLM Wyoming Stale Direclor. Tire proposal was modified 10 include Seclion
8 in a leller daled Marcl, 5, 1991 from Simons 10 Ray Brubaker, BLM Wyoming Slale
Direclor. Tire illclusion of Seclion 8 as pari of lire selecled lands was affirmed in a
meeling at tire BLM Slale Office on March 7, 1995 belween BLM personnel, Lowell
Madson of II,e Office of Regional Solicilor, and allorneys for Simons. As indicaled ill
a recentleller from Dennis R. Slenger, Clrief, Mineral Policy Group, BLM, 10 Eugene
V. Simons (Sl!lll in response 10 a leller from Simons dOled May 11, 1995) BLM Iras
delayed consideralion of Simons' exclrange proposal ulllilllre PRLAs are issued. For
tire BLM 10 delay issuance of II,e PRLAs and delay consideralion of lire exclrange
proposal, tlrell go alread witlr compelilive sale of Lease Tracl G would cause irreparable
Irarm to Simons.
See response to comment 4.

CHURCH & DWIGHT

Tlrese commellts are sllbmilled Oil belralf of Eugelle V. Simolls alld Simons
Illternatiollal Trolla Co. (togetlrer, "Simons"), as all additioll aI,d clarificatioll of tire
commellts submilled by Mr. Simolls on /tis OWII belralf. Simolls objects to tire illcillSioll
of Lease Tract G (Sectiolls 6 alld 8, T. 15 N., R. 108 W,) illtl,e proposalfor competitive
sodium leasillg. Tire captioned envirollmelltal assessmellt ("EA ") states 011 page 5 tlrat
resolution of all existillg exclrange proposal is olltside tIre scope of tire EA. TI,isfailllre
to cOllsider tire exclrange proposal is an obviolls gap in the allalysis. Tire Bureall of
Lalld Mallagemelll ("BLM") tlllls Iras 1I0t cOllsidered/lll1y IlOw its leasillg proposal may
affect orderly developmellt of federal trolla reserves ill tire public ;',terest.

9.

Clrurclr & Dwigltt Co., fI,c. supporls II,e proposed public sale of tire Iracls proposed ill
lire Proposed Aclion and Allernalives, including b011r lire Lease Tracls Iltrollglr G)
illcillsive, alld II,e Iracls included in Lease Tracts I, 1, alld 3, alld suggests Iltal lite
liming illvolved may now be Sllclr Ihalllre Iracls cOllld be incillded in lire same sale.
Thank you for your comment.

10.

NOlillg, 011 page 9, lire referl!llce 10 a filial royalty rate decisioll, it is submittedtltalllte
preselll royalty rate provides all adeqllate retll'" 10 lite gove",menl aI,dtltattlte preselll
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royalty rate is, in effect substantial in comparison with royalty rates for other millerals.
Comment on this issue has been submitted earlier and is incorporated hereill by
reference.
The issue of the appropriate royalty rate for sodium leases within the Green River Basin
has not yet been resolved. Until that time. BLM will not be leasing the proposed tracts.
The royalty rate is beyond the scope of this document.

II.

In reference to tire comment, on page 9, tlrat "reasonable diligence was 1I0t beillg
exercised on tire majority of the federal leases, " it is submilled tlrattl,e developmellt of
sodium leases is a long-term process, and tlrat tire same time factors wlticlr might be
applicable to other minerals do not apply in development of sodium. It is submilled tlrat
present provisions for diligence are adequate. Comment Oil this issue has bem
submilled earlier and is incorporated herein by reference.
As with the royalty rate, the issue of diligence is beyond the scope of this document.

12.

In reference to coincidental development on page 9, relating to rights of oil and gas
development and trolla developmellt, reference is made to tire comparative value of
trona and oil and gas, on page 45 of the report. It is submitted that the comparative
values of the two types of development are factors to be considered in a decisioll on
such development. And, the general world-wide availability of natural gas resources,
as compared with the limited availability of trona ore, should also be considered.
Comment on tlris issue has been submitted earlier and is incorporated herein by
reference.
BLM. in conjunction with the five soda ash producers, the State of Wyoming, Union
Pacific Resources (UPR), the Petroleum Association of Wyoming, and Gas Research
Institute are actively pursuing ways to coincidentally develop the sodium and oil and gas
reserves. When the project is concluded, a policy will be developed from which all future
development within the KSLA will be administered.

13.

On page 12, Item No. 12, under Otlrer Stipulations, provides ffJr payment of royalty 011
trona left unmined, which slrould have been recovered under the approved mine plan.
The illtelll of tltis provision is, of course, laudable, but it is so far-reaclting as to leave
an uncertainty as to what is meant by "trona left unmined". It is suggested tiro: this
provision should be elaborated upon to define more clearly tl,e rights of tire lessee as
to just wlrat is considered "trona left unmined". Such a provision could, if not
clarified, become a major problem.
When an operator/lessee submits a mine plan to the BLM for review and aprroval, several
items are evaluated, one of which is the recovery of the resource. Prior to approving a
mine plan. BLM must make a determination if Ultimate Maximum Recovery (43 CFR
3590.0-5) will be achieved. Following approval of any mine plan, changes may occur:
4

some due to operational constraints, some due to geologic conditions, and some due to
planning and coordination. BLM feels that the language is necessary to ensure that all
recoverable trona is mined using standard industry operating practices.
14.

011 page 18, as part of "otlrer mitigation", Item No 53 provides: "All costs associated
with relocath,g public utility or pipeline facilities to accommodate sodium production
will be bortle by the lessee". While this seems to be an innocuous requirement, it
represellts a distinct change in long-established mining law principles, and a matter
whiclr is tl,e provillce of tire courts and tire legislative bodies, ratl,er tl,anfor imposition
by all admillistrative body.
Ullder 10llg-established principles of mining law, tire mineral estate is dominant and tire
surface estate is serviellt. That rule was established by the U.S. Supreme Court, in
Kinllev-Costal Oil Co. v. Kieffer, 227 U.S. 488, 48 S Ct 580, 72 L. Ed. 95/ (1928). It
Iras been applied in Wyoming, in Holbrook v. Cont. Oil Co.. 278 P2d. 798, 73 Wyo. 321
(1954), and ill Belle Fourclre Pioelille Co. and Eiglrtv-Eight Co. v. State of Wyoming
(OEQ) alld TI"lIIder Basin Coal Company, 766 P.2nd 537 (Wyo. 1988); and has also
beell applied ill various factual situations in a substantial number of otlrer court
decisions.

Allother factor involved is the currellt status of other mining areas witltin tire trona
sector. The major private owner of trona lands includes in its leases a specific
provisioll allowh,g surface subsidence tlrrough mining of trona and placing tire burden
of costs of re-Iocating suclr sUrface facilities as pipelines, etc., on the sUrface Irolder.
Application of a rule as .suggested above would result in a divided application of costs
involved ill re-Iocation of facilities ill order to accommodate tl,. mining of trona. On
federal lands the cost would be imposed on tire milling company, wlrile on other lands
tltis cost would be bortle by the easement holder of tl,e surface facilities as agreed upon
by the parties.
We suggest tlrat tltis is an area which is best left to be Irandled by tire courts and tl,e
legislative process. To be Irandled administratively could only result in possible
extellsive litigatioll to determine tire validity of tl,e rule. At present, tire law is well established by botlr tire U.S. Supreme Court alld tire Wyomillg Supreme Court.
BLM agrees with the respondent that the stipulation needs modification. BLM has
consulted with the regional solicitor. It is agreed that the "first in time, first in right"
principle should apply to all surface facilities. Therefore, the stipulation is modified as
follows : The lessee shall be responsible for all costs of relocating valid rights-of-way
(i.e. , pipelines, powerlines, roads, range improvements) which exist on the day the lease
is issued. Relocating these types of faci lities approved afte r this date shall be borne by
the holder of said right or grant.
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15.

The surface occupallcy crileria, all pages 10-11, are so illclllsive as 10 makp il difficlIll
10 ascertaill whelher allY permallelll facility cOllld be localed wilhill Ihe area. Tire
various Iimilaliolls of cOllslruclioll, reslriclillg aclivity 10 willrill olle mile of variolls
specific areas alldlimitillg ollrer aclivity wililill a 114 mile or lip, of variolls siles 1101
specifically localed, illdicale a wide rallge of reslricled areas. Localiolls ill areas 1101
reslricled could be difficllltlo ascertaill.
BLM feel s the stipulations outlined on page 10 (page II shows a diagram) arc selfexplanatory and are necessary to prevent undue or unnecessary degradation of important
resources. These measures have evolved over time based upon NEPA anal ysis and renect
the State Director' s guidance for protection of important resource values. BLM has
allowed for some nexibility in locating surface facilities within these idenlificd areas.
Any proposal would have to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.

16.

III gelleral, Church & Dwigltt COIICUrs willr II,e commelll all Page B-2 tI,al "Ilrere is a
need 10 make more federal sodium leases available ".
Thank you for your comment.

ROTHGERBER, APPEL,
CORPORATION
17.

POWERS

JOHNSON

&

GENERAL

CHEMICAL

Inadequale Trealmenl of Effecls of Royaltv Decision on Soda Aslr Demand - Firsl of
all, we believe Ihallhe EA does nol adequalely address Ihe pOlenlial impacl of a soda
ash royalty increase on Ihe world-wide demand for soda ash and on Ihe U.S. induslry's
demandfor new Irona leases. Our basic argumenl on Ihis mailer is asfollows. In our
opinion, Ihe mosl importanl decision referenced in Ihe EA is Ihe BJ.M's decision 10
rejecl "Alternalive A, " a far more modeslleasing program Ihan II,e one II,e agency now
proposes. The BLM has based Ihal decision enlirely on ils "Trona Silualion Analysis, "
Appendix B of II,e EA. ThaI analysis includes as major faclors (i.e., faclors Ihereby
Irealed as critical 10 Ihe agency's decision 10 rejecllI,e more modeslleasing alte",alive
(i) II,e anlicipaled world demand for soda ash, and (ii) Ihe induslry's anlicipaled
demand for new leases and new mines.
As Ihe Bureau is well aware, Ilrere is 1I0W pending before II,e Inlerior Departmenlll,e
relaled queslion of wl,elher 10 raise royalty rales for Ihe producliOl' of soda asl,. MallY
commenlers on Ihal decision from induslry, II,e Congress, and VGrious federal and slale
agencies Irave argued repealedly Ilral Ihe decision on royalty rales will I,ave profoUl,d
effecls on Ihe faclors jusl menlioned. If Ihey are correcl, and we slrongly believe Ihey
ore, any decision on leasing alternalives oughl 10 be explicil as 10 whal royalty rale is
assumed ill arriving allhal decision. If Ihe decisions Ihal are now included ill Ihe EA
have been based on a five percenl royalty rale, as il appears II,ey I,ave, Ilral ouglrt 10
be clearly slaled. TI,e EA should Ilren go on 10 delermine whallirese decisiolls should
be in Ihe case of increased royalty rales Ihe agency may adopl in II,e fUlure.
6

Far from accepling Ihis view, tI,e BLM has given no indicalion Ilral il believes Ihere is
allY relalionship belween ils leasing decision and lire pending royalty rale delerminalion.
II, Appelldix B, II,e analysis II,al serves as II,e basis for II,e rejeclion of Alternalive A,
Ilrere is nol so much as OI,e referellce 10 II,e royalty rale decision. Nowhere is Ihere a
suggeslion II,al an increase in royalty rales could reduce projecled consumer demand.
Nowhere is Ihere all indicalion tI,al any such increase could dampen projecled
illvestmenl ill lIew mines. TI,e agellcy implicilly Iras adopled II,e posilion Ihal II,e
royalty rale Ihal is ultimalely cllOsen willl,ave no effecl whalever on Ilrese faclors. In
so doing, il has complelely disregarded all of II,e commenls il has received over II,e pasl
few years 10 II,e effeclllrallire impacl of orale ill crease all demand will be subslanlial.
We believe Ilris cOllslilules a serious deficiency in II,e EA and Ihal significanl addilional
allalysis and remedial aClion is necessary.
To review II,e backgroulld on Ihis queslioll,for Ihe pasllwo and a I,alf years, General
Chemical Corporalion alld olhers ill II,e soda aslr induslry I,ave beell involved ill all
inlensive dialogue wilh II,e Inlerior Deparlmenl and II,e BLM wilh regard 10 II,e
queslion of whelher lire currenl royalty rale for soda aslr produced from public lallds
slrould be increased. A very major part of Ihal dialogue has cOllcerned II,e projecled
effecl of a royalty rale increase on II,e demm,d for U.S.-produced soda ash. TI,e
induslry has lakell II,e posilion Ihal a significanl illcrease ill II,e applicable rale will
produce adverse Irade consequences, bolh immedialely and over Ihe long lerm. TI,e
Uniled Slales Trade Represenlalive alld II,e Ulliled Slales Deparlmenl of Commerce
have bollr supporled II,e illduslry's positiOl' on Ihese mailers. Thus, Ihe agencies mosl
familiar wilh Ihe lIalion's Irade piclure I,ave accepled Ihe argumelll Ilral a royalty
increase call lrave a sigllificanl effecl all II,e U.S. illduslry's ability 10 markel soda aslr
abroad.
As a relaled maller, il is also likely tlral a royalty increase will direclly affecl lire
demalld of Ihe induslry for new leases. Some in II,e i/,duslry lrave slrongly IIrged II,e
BLM 10 illiliale a new lease sale. As will be discussed, Ir owever, Ilrose requesls appear
10 have been premised all an assumplion Ihal any sale would ,ake place alll,e currelll
royalty rale. If II,al rale is illcreased, il is possible Ihal bidders will clrallge Iheir plalls
m,d Ihal leases will nol be aggressively developed. II is also possible if Ilral palle", of
developmelll were UI,derslood, a differelllieasillg alte",alive would be cOllsidered more
desirable.
II is Ihus remarkable Ihallhe agellcy proposes 10 base ils decision regarding II,e exle,rI
of ils leasi/'g program elllirely all demalld projecliolls Ilral do 1101 lake illlo accollllllire
possibility of a royalty increase. TI,e EA, ill facl, never evell refers 10 Ihal possibilily.
TI,e mallY argllmenls already received by lire agellcy Ilral a royally ill crease will reduce
demm,d are 1101 simply rejecled, Ihey are 10lally igllored. As 1I0ted, we regard Ilris as
a seriolls deficiency ill Ihe agellcy 's decisiolls 10 rejecl alte",alive leasillg programs. II
is sriffidelllly seriolls, we sllbmil, 10 illdicale Ilral lire decisiolls 10 rejecl Ilrose
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alleTllalh'es lrave beell made ill all irraliollal mallller or, worse, Illal Ille oplioll of

adopling any of Iltose allemalives Itas never been lruly cOllSidered.
Several specific aspecls of II,e Appendix B analysis are ill'lSlralive of /I,e poinl.
Titrougltoulll,e EA Appel/dix B at,alysis, slalemenlS are made Ilral disregard lire view
Ilral a royalty increase will significanlly affeci demat,d. For example, lire Appel/dix
slales:
Tlte above faclors, specifically Europeat' compelition al/d European anlid'III'ping
aclions, will lessen II,e soda aslr exporls 10 lite EU for II,e slrorl-Iem. However,
because of II,e Iriglter cosl slruclure of producing synllrelic soda aslr, il is doubtfulilral
II,e European price can remain low for very long before il Iras an adverse financial
effeci on II,e producers. TI,e European eCOlromy is now rebounding and a gradual
reduclion of import dulies assigned 10 imporls 10 II,e EU promulgaled by II,e General
Agreemenl on Trade and Tariffs, now II,e World Trade Commission, negolialions
slrould assisl US exporters by II,e end of lite cenlury. Uniled Siaies Deparlmenl of II,e
Inlerior, Bureau of Land Managemenl, Environmenlal Assessmenl (or Sodium Leasing
in lite Green River Basin o(Soull,weslem WYoming al B-4 (July (995).
TI,e problem willt litis slalemenl is Ilral it fails 10 refleci II,e inlensive debale belween
u.s. Cabinel-Ievel agencies on II,e effecls of a royalty increase on U.S. soda aslt exporls
10 Europe. TI,e U.S. induslry, willt II,e support of lite Commerce Deparlmenl al/(I lite
USTR, Itas consislenlly argued Ilral a royalty increase could well prevenlll,e resurgence
in exporls Iltal is anlicipaled in lite slalemenl. TI,e issue Itas been vigorously debaled
in May 1995 Congressional Itearings in wlticlt II,e Inlerior Departmenlleslified. II was
also a principal subjeci of a Commerce Deparlmel/I sludy on lite effecls of soda aslt
royalty increases on U.S. exporls. Tltal sludy was officially submilled 10 lire BLM al
lire end of lasl year and was frequenlly referred 10 al II,e Congressional Itearings juSI
menlioned. TI,e European soda aslt markel, and II,e effecls of a royalty increase on
U.S. participalion in Iltal markel, I,ave also been discussed in numerous submissions
by General Cltemical Corporalion and ollters 10 II,e Inlerior Deparlmenl in II,e course
of II,e royalty rale debale.
Nolwillrslanding lite slrongly I,eld views of many in Iltal debale Iltal a royalty increase
could prevenl a reeslablisl,menl of II,e u.s. induslry in Europe, in ils EA II,e agency
Ireals II,e subjeci as if Iltose views Itad never been presenled 10 il. No reference is
made, for inslance, 10 lite argumenillral a royalty iI,crease would 'Illdo II,e beneficial
effecls of lire lariff reduclions referred 10. No menlion is made of lite exponenlial
increases in U.S. prices Iltal will result from a royalty increase lII,der II,e European
arr/i-dumping regime. Eaclt ofll,ese mailers is Itigltly relevanllo projecled demandfor
U.S. soda aslr wl,iclt II, e EA in lurn Iras Irealed as Itiglrly relevanl 10 II,e decisiol/ on
lite agency's leasil'g program. Yel, none of Ilrese mailers is in II,e EA.

Muclr II,e same can be said of Appendix B 's Irealmenl of exports oulside Europe. TI,e
Appel/dix slales willr regard 10 Iltose exporls: Opportunities for export growllt are mosl
favorable in areas witlr modesl populalion growllt rales suclt as Indonesia, Mexico, lite
Pltilippines, Tltailand, and Venezuela. Soull,easl Asian markels are growing as a resull
of ecol/omic and leclmical oulreaclt il/ilialives launclted by cltanges in II,e social and
polilical inslilulions in Iltose counlries. TI,e curtailmenl of II,e BOlswana operalion
sltould open up lire Soullt African markellO US markelers. Tltese counlries represenl
significanl exporl pOlenlial in II,e fUlure for us soda aslt exporls. Id. al B-4.
Again, Iltere is no discussion of II,e effeCI of a royalty increase on llrose projeclions.
No menlion is made of II,e recenl leslimony of II,e American Nalural Soda Aslr
Corporalion in lite COl/gressional Itearings referred 10, in wlticlt II,e ANSAC wilness
noled lite pOlenlial adverse effecls of a royalty increase on U.S. exporls Ilrrouglroullite
world. According 10 Ilralleslimony, a rale increase could slunilite growllt of ANSAC's
en lire export program. Yel, once again, II,e EA reads as if II,e leslimon), was never
presenled.
Tltere is also no discussion of a royalty increase as il pertains 10 II,e willingness of
pOlenlial new enlranls in II,e induslry 10 bid on and develop new leases. For example,
Appendix B makes lite following slalemenl as a juslificalion for lite new lease program:
II is evidenl Iltal world supplies of bOllt nalural and synlltelic soda aslt are being
mainlained or enlranced. This is lrue in II,e US also wltere new mines are beil/g
developed and exisling facililies expanded. Accordingly, Ilrere is need 10 make more
federal sodium leases available. TI,e major privale Irona lessor conlinues 10 lease
sodium Iracls 10 meel Ilrese needs. Id. al B-2.
One clear implicalion of litis slalemenl is Iltal if new leases are made available, il can
be anlicipaled Iltal a reasonable number of new mines will be developed in cOII/,eclion
willt Iltose leases. TI,e possibility of a royalty increase, Irowever, casls considerable
doubl on Iltal conc/usion.
Tlris can be seen in II,e posilions laken by Iwo of lite mosl prominenl of lire new
enlranls. Wold Minerals recenlly indicaled, al a meeling of producers willt lite
Govemor of Wyoming, Ilral all of lite al/alysis on wlticlt II,e company's deve!opmenl
program is based Itas assumed a five percenl royalty rale and Iltal lite company would
I,a ve 10 reevaluale ils enlire program if lite royalty rale were increased subslanlially.
Similarly, lite U.S. Borax wilness al II,e Congressiona",earings on soda aslt royallies
slaled Iltal I,e was unsure lrow I,is company would proceed in II, e face of a royalty
increase. It follows Ilral lite royalty rale decision could I,ave a subslanlial impaci on
II,e likely developmenl of new mines and lite resulting need f or new leases 10
accommodale sue" ",illes.

Tire excerpl from Appel/(Iix B quoled above Iltal ",ljI,e major privale lessor conlinues
10 lease sodillm Iracls 10 meell"ese IIeeds" cOllld be read as sllggesling IIIalll ew milles
8
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were already beillg developed all lease Iracls for wlriclr all eight percell I royally is
clrarged. TI,efacl, Irowever, is Ilrallire lIew leases sold by Ullioll Pacific Resollrces, lire
"major private lessor," Irave galle ollly 10 exislillg prodllcers for lire pllrpose of
expalldillg exislillg facililies. II, Slim, 1I0lwitirslallllillg lire potelllially major impacl of
a royalty illerease all lIew milles alld all lire lIeed for lIew leases 10 allow for Ilrem, Ilrere
is 110 disCllssioll of Ilral impacl ill Appl!lld!x B or elsewlrere ill lire EA. Ollce ago;'" il
appears lire decisioll all Allemalive A is illlellded 10 be made willrollllire bellefil of Ilral
discllssioll.
Defecls Relalillg 10 G,araclerizaliOl' of IlIdllsm' 's Prospecls - Qllile aparl from ils
failllre 10 lake ill 10 acco'lIIl lire impacl of a royalty role illcrease, Appelldix B is
deficielll ill allollrer imporlalll respecl. II makes a IIl1mber of slalemellls Ilral are more
posilive Ilrall is jllslified abolll lire recelll perjormallce alld overall cOlldilioll of lire
illdllslry. SIICIr slalemellls illel'ilably cOllvey lire impres.•ioll Ilral lire lIeed for all
expallSive leasillg program is slrOl'ger Ilrall is aClllally lire case alld Ilral all allemalive
program SIlCIr as Altemalive A wOllld 1101 be ill keepillg willr lire Cllrrl!lll Irad predicled
expa'lSiOl, of a Ilrrivillg illdllslry.
For example, lire Appendix observes 11,01 "/i/n 1992, Wyomillg soda aslr prodllclioll
illcreased 10 lire Iriglresllevel yel aclrieved" and Ilral "Wyomillg prodllclion ill 1994 was
lIearly lire same as 1992." Id. 01 B-1. Following, as Ihey do, a descriplioll of lire
illdllslry's problems willr excess capacity, Ilrose observaliolls slrollgly sllggesl Ilral SIlCIr
problems I,ave beell resolved.
Tirey also sllggesl Ilral ill lire pasl few years,
developmenls willrill lire illdllSlry I,ave beell cOllsislelllly favorable. Tire Irlle slale of
affairs, Irowever, paillls a sigllificalllly differelll piclllre. Over lire pasl five years, u.s.
illdllslry revellues I,ave aClually declilled. Domeslic cO'lSumplioll of soda aslr Iras
declined ill lerms of bollr volume and revellue. Tire problem of excess capacity, for
from beillg resolved, Iras beell exacerbaled ill recelll years. Wlrile developmellls over
lire pasl few monllrs I,ave ill deed been favorable, il is nol 01 all accurale 10 suggesl, as
lire Appelldix does, Ilral alliras beell well ill II,e illdllslry sillce 1992.
Nor can ollrer upbeal slalemellls alld implicalions aboul II,e illduslry's prospecls be
juslified. Appendix B begins wil/, lire followillg clraraclerizalion of lire induslry:
"Produclioll of lIalllral soda aslr in II,e United Slales (US) alld II,e world is domillaled
by sodium milled from soullrwesl Wyomillg. TI,e exlellsive size alld Iriglr quality of lire
Wyomillg Irolla resource base Iras a well eSlablislred minillg, processillg, and
Iransportalioll infraslruclure. Tlris silualion Iras crealed all illduslry willr as lillie risk
for produclioll qualllity, qllality, alld deliverability as exisls for allY major milleral
commodity in lire world. Tire Irolla illdllslry is clraraclerized by a small lIumber of
producers sellillg all illlercl,allgeable commodity 10 cOl,sumers. .'I1osl COIlSllmers C01l1d
use allY producer's producl illlireir manufacillrillg sillce Ilrere is 110 appreciable prodllcl
idelllificalion in Ilris illduslry." !J1 01 B-1.
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Wlrile eaclr of Ilrese selllellces is lecl",ically accurale, lire overall impression Ilral is
cOllveyed by lire paragraplr rllll.' cOlllller 10 any reasonable perceplioll of lire indllslry
alld ils prospecls.
Tire impressioll cOllveyed is Ilral of a smallllllmber of u.s. producers fllllclioning ill
all esselliially risk-free ellvirollmelll ill wlriclr U.S. produclion is unquesliollably lire
domillalll force ill world markels. Tire markel place porlrays quile a differenl piclure.
Wlrile il is Irlle Ilral "/p/roduclioll of lIalllral soda asl, in II,e 00' world is domillaled by
sodirlm milledfrom SOllllrwesl Wyomillg, " il is, of course, also lIre case Ilralilris lIalural
soda aslr is ill cOllslalll alld illlellse compelilioll witlr soda aslr Ilral is produced
sVllllrelicallv olllside lire Ulliled Siaies. Wlrile il is Irue Ilral II,e U.S. induslry is aile
"willr as lillie risk for prodllclioll qualliity, quality, ar,d deliverability as exisls for allY
major milleral commodity in lire world," lire markel risk 10 wlriclr II,e illduslry is
exposed is 1I0llelireless subslalliial. Wlrile il is Irue Ilral "/ljI,e Irona induslry is
clraraclerized by a smallllumber of producers, " Ilral smallllumber compeles 01 every
lum willr very large lIumbers of producers all over II,e world. Id. 01 B-1.
Tlris is 1101 10 sllggesl Ilral II,e exislence of syllilrelic produclion or of inlemaliollal
compelilion is nol melllioned ill lire allalysis. TI,e poilll is Ilral II,e upbeallone of lire
allalysis is ullwarrallied by a Ilrorouglr review of lire available dolo. As willr lire failure
10 discuss lire implicaliolls of lire royalty illcrease, II,is deficiellcy skews II,e analysis ill
favor of lire proposed lease sale. Agaill, il is reasonable 10 illfer Ilral allemalives 10 Ilral
sale may 1101 I,ave been givell adeqllale cOllsideralion.
Absence of Comolele DisCllssioll of Objeclives - TI,e final significalll problem we I,ave
willr II,e EA is its failure 10 discllss aile of lire major objeclives Ilrallras prompled II,e
proposed lease sale. If pari of II,e pllrpose of II,e EA process is 10 cOllsider lire major
cosls and benefils associaled willr lire proposed aclion, Ilrose cosls and benefils musl be
specifically discllssed ill lire documenl ilself. II is importallllO nole in II,is regard Ilral
um,ecessary ellvirollmelllal damage can mosl readily be avoided if II,e agency lisls 1101
OI,ly lire possible damage Ilral cOllcems II,e agellcy, bUI also II,e benefils it believes
juslify Ilral damage. If Ilrose benefils are sel oul in II,e EA and found walllillg, a
decisioll 10 avoid lire damage may more readily resull.
III Ilris case, one of II,e benefils of a lease sale Ilral is mosl slrollgly mOlivalillg II,e
agellcy, i.e., II,e perceived lleed for a lesl affair markel value, is nol menlioned. Tlris
sllpposed bellefil agaill relales 10 lire pellding royalty decision. For some lime, Gelleral
Clremical Corporalioll 01111 ollrers Irave objecledlo a royalty role increase in large pari
becallse lire BLM Iras offered 110 allalylical sllpporl for ils view Ilral all illcrease ill lire
rale from five 10 eight percell I is lIecessary 10 oblain "fair markel vallie" for lire
govemmell/. Tire agellcy Iras simply 1I0ledllral Ullioll Pacific Resources ("UPR") is
clrargillg II,e /tiglrer rale all privale lallds alld Iras assumed accordillgly Ilral II,e role
presellls fair vallie. Tire problem willr Ilral analysis is 11'01 UPR, as II,e agellcy Iras
ackllowledged. is ill a mOllopoly posilion willr regard 10 Irolla leases, and il is Ilrerefore
11

possible, we would soy likely, that its rate reflects monopoly power, 1I0t fair vallie.
Sillce the agency recognizes that possibility, it wishes to use the currellt lease sale as
a "market test. " It believes that if the leases ill qllestioll are offered at a rate higher
than the current five percellt rate and sales are in fact made at the higher rate, that will
establish tI,attl,e rate reflects fair market vallie.
We believe this objective to be ill-conceived for two basic reasons. First, we do 1I0t
believe that tl,e applicable statutes COli template tl,e adoption by tl,e BLM of a royalty
rate before that rate is determilled to be "reasonable," or to cOllstitllte ''fair market
vallie," as tl,e statutes use those terms. Ullder tl,e logic of the agellcy 's proposal, it
might be possible to test rates that are significantly higher tI,an eight percellt ill the
market place in tl,e hopes that sales may just turn OllttO be possible at that rate. The
logic appears to be that so long as there is some indication that sales call be COlldllcted
01 a givell rate, it is appropriate to test that rate in /I,e lease market 011 a trial-alld- 'rror
basis. There is, however, no suggestion oftl,is approach in tl,e relevallt statlltes, which
assume that proposed federal royalty rates will be supported by an adequate analysis
before they are adopted by the government.
Our more fundamental concern, however, is that the proposed test is l,igl,ly ulllikely to
disc/ose any information of value. Assuming that the rate chosen by tl,e agency results
in actual lease sales, which we understand tl,e agency expects, the occurrence of tlrose
sales will tell us notl'ing about fair value. That sales on new leases can be negotiated
at a higher rate will not in any way establish that tl,e rate does not reflect monopoly
power. Monopolists make sales all the time at above fair value rates precisely because
buyers I,ave nowhere to turn to obtain more favorable rates. In fact, /I,e most
successful monopolists allemptto set their prices at levels that produce extensive sales.
TI,e successful monopolist can be expected to seek optimal profit maximization, wl,iel,
will not occur if products are priced so high that most sales are discouraged. The
existence of a large sales volume, accordingly, is in no way inconsistent with monopoly
pricing. It follows that the proposed test is ill suited to answer tl,e question it is
apparently designed to address.
Since tl,e agency has already indicated its interest in a market test, we urge tl,e agency
to present its position on tl,e mailer in tl,e EA. There is no doubt that tl,e "market
test" objective is a major motivating factor in tl,e proposed lease sale, and therefore
ought to be fully discussed and openly examined. Once it is, the weaknesses ill the
objective will be appreciated. TI,e objective then can be removed from the list of
legitimate cost-benefit cO/,siderations that relate to tl,e proposed action.
Conc/llsion - To summarize, we believe that three kinds of revisions to tl,e EA are
lIecessary. First, we believe it is esselltial for tl,e agency to indicate that its decisiO/, to
reject alternatives to its proposed lease sale is predicated on a five percent royalty rate
to allalyze the implications for that decision of a sigllificant royalty rate increase. and
to determille whether a different decision would be called for in tl,e case of allY such
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increase. Secolld, tl,e agellcy needs to revise its characterization of tl,e industry so tl,at
tl,e illdustry's 10llg-term conditioll, and the long-term demand for its product, are not
portrayed ill II/rrealistically favorable terms. TI,e rejection of other leasing alternatives
shollld then be revisited in light of this revised characterization. Finally, the agency
shollld thoroughly examille OI,d discuss its concept of a 'market test" of an increased
royalty rate. If tl,e agency ultimately rejects tI,at concept, as we strongly believe it
shollld, it should then determine wI, ether tl,e remaining benefits of the proposed lease
sale call jllstify the ellvirollmental and other costs that are expected to result from tl,e
sale.
BLM finds it more productive to answer this comment letter in its entirety instead of by
paragraph . The following updated analysis reflects BLM 's position.
Market Demand
The impact of exports. considering the American Natural Soda Ash Corporation (ANSAC)
countries and the European Union (EU) along with impacts on domestic demand is
referenced in paragraphs 1-4,6-12,17, 18, 20. and 27.
The total U.S. exports for 1994 were 15 percent higher than in 1993. Likewise. the
cumulative results for the year to the end of Jul y 1995 compared with the like period in
1994 were: production 9 percent higher. exports 23 percent higher, and domestic uses up
4 percent. Recent information from the EU indicates that it has finalized its decision on
the antidumping allegations and the penalties imposed are 33 percent less than previously
indicated. This is in addition to the 6.6 percent reduction in duties effective July I, 1995
as part of tariff negotiations.
We have reviewed and considered the comments by the U.S. Commerce Department, the
U.S. Trade Representative. and ANSAC prior to preparing the EA. Referring to the text
of the respondent ' s letter. pages I and 3, BLM notes the statement "Nowhere is there a
suggestion that an increase in royalty rate could reduce consumer demand." (emphasis
added). On page 3. paragraph 2, BLM observes "a royalty increase could well prevent
the resurgence in exports" . Page 4, paragraph I. states "the ANSAC witness noted the
potential adverse effects of a royalty increase on U.S. exports" . Our analysis is based on
an increased demand for soda ash, and for soda ash leases. It is BLM's opinion that the
impact on exports to the EU and to other exporting markets due to a potential royalty rate
increase is within the limits of the data provided to us.
BLM has reviewed the potential impact of various royalty rates and concluded that the
potential differe nce in demand for leases based on differing royalty rates is probably less
than the variances in the available data. This statement has to be considered in context
with the one on page 3.
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Domestic producers in the Green River Basin (liRE) continue to recognize and execute
ways of expanding production capacity through upgrades and additions to existing mines
and plants. FMC in January. 1995. announced a 700.000 ton per year expansion of its
soda ash production facility . bringing their capacity to about 3.55 million tons per year.
The Wold Trona Company has permitted a new mine and plant facility. TOSOH of Japa n
announced in Jul y 1995 that they were closing their synthetic facility in Japan which had
been producing 200.000 metric tons/year. Therefore exports by U.S. producers are
expected to increase by a like amount. In addition. ANSAC. the exporting company for
most U.S. produced soda ash. stated that Japan 's remaining 900.000 tons of synthetic
production facilities are under pressure and cannot compete cost-wise with U.S. producers.
Other companies have expressed an interest in leasing reserves in the KSLA. Therefore,
BLM can only conclude that these firms see opportunity for a higher level of output and
are willing to invest their capital to assure meeting this higher level of demand.

market. Only about 10 percent of domestic consumption is furnished outside of the GRB
and that is concentrated on the west coast. This domestic market is well diversified.
Stability within the domestic market spawns a relatively low risk economic attraction and
is evident in the demand for existing companies from foreign investors and the prices they
are willing to pay to acquire even a minority interest.

Health of the Industry

The Department and BLM have always attempted to follow market transactions to
safeguard the receipt of a reasonable return for the public resources and fair market value.
The basic consideration in this effort is to model what a knowledgeable lessor and a
knowledgeable lessee would agree upon with neither being obligated to lease. The courts
have long held that the best indication of fair market value is from comparable
trrnsactions found in the market.

The health of the industry discussion includes rates of return on investment and the
industry's capability to fund the development of new mines. These considerations are
presented in paragraphs 1-3. 12-21 , and 27.
The current study of royalty rates and affiliated issues has been in progress for nearl y
three years. During this time, and based on the data provided. we have analyzed the soda
ash industry achievements for the last two decades. During this time the price of soda ash
has varied down and up, the latest episode being the price increase announced by all
companies across the industry effective July I, 1995. The total effect of this price
increase has probably not been reflected in sales to date, however there are indications
that price increases have been effected.
The BLM has recognized the potential for short-term impacts on the soda ash industry
caused by an increase in the royalty rate. Rather than attempt to debate the extent of the
impacts caused by a $1 or $2 per ton increase in the royalty rate, the BLM has elected
to rel y on the U.S. soda ash industry itself to give an indication of what is expected in
the future. In this way. the BLM can follow the market established by private lessors and
lessees which are negotiatir.g to their own mutually acceptable benefit rather than attempt
to lead the market solely through analysis and argument.
The soda ash industry in the GRB may not be as risky as the comments indicate.
especially in light of the uncertainties associated with other mineral commodities. The
trona deposits are bedded and are generally well defined with years of mining and
processing experience to minimize production cost uncertainties. The most significant risk
is the delivered price, which is established by market demand and transportation costs.
This risk is inherent in any finished product and is. in fact. moderated in this industry by
the lack of product di versity amo ng the suppliers. The five producers in the GRB hold
a implied monopoly on the 66 percent of their total production going into the domestic
14

Leasing of private reserves has continued at a uniform royalty rate for 20 years with three
additional leases covering II sections being issued in 1994 and 1995 to two companies.
Fair Market Value
The fair market value issue is reviewed in conjunction with the contention of monopolistic
actions as mentioned in paragraphs 15, and 23-27.

BLM recognized and considered in its analysis the reference to the Commission on Fair
Market Value Policy for Federal Coal Leasing cited (at 620) requiring the Secretary to
ensure that actual market prices paid reflect fair market value. In that regard, there are
two determinants: (I) does a UPR monopoly actually exist in the GRB and, (2) have the
lessees been "obligated" to lease making the transactions invalid for estimating fair market
value.
For the first determinant. UPR does control significant trona reserves in the GRB and is
a major participant in the market there. However, it controls less than half of the reserves
with the BLM and the State of Wyoming being the other primary owners. Clearly. the
UPR is not a monopoly owner since it does not control the leasing activity of the other

owners.
However, tro na mining is less efficient and cost effective if reserves must be bypassed.
Since the UPR controls roughly every other section in the mining area. it would be
difficult (though not impossible) to operate a successful mine without UPR reserves. This
does give the UPR considerable bargaining power but it does not create a monopoly
situation. In ac tuality, the existing producers. both in the past and at present. represent
as much or more of a monopo ly situation than the UPR. Five companies currently control
100 percent of the trona mining in the GRB and 90 percent of the soda ash production
in the United States. The BLM or the UPR must presently negotiate with these fi ve
companies if they want their trona reserves developed.
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The second determinant can be employed whether a monopoly actually exists or not.
Even in monopoly situations, such as the Federal coal reserve monopoly in the Powder
River Basin, fair market value can be derived from market transactions if neither party
is "obligated" to lease. The five trona companies in the GRB have been negotiating leases
with the UPR at a higher rate royalty rate than paid to the Federal government si nce 1976.
All five companies began their operations with 16 to 20 sections of UPR. BLM and Stale
leases. These companies have leased additional reserves based on negotiations with UPR.
The additional reserves were useful to provide a larger reserve base and spread the capital
costs of the mine and processing plant over a greater tonnage but the companies were not
forced to acquire additional reserves at the time of these new leases to maintain continued
operations. All had sufficient reserves to continue operations for decades even without
the additional leases. Consequently, none of these companies was "obligated" to lease at
the time of the negotiations and so these transactions represent valid testimony of fair
market value whether a monopoly exists or not.
As further evidence that lessees are not "obligated" to lease but are choosing to do so
voluntarily, a non-producer in the area has also leased from the UPR at the higher
prevailing rate. Also, a proposed trona mine recently received permit approval and other
companies have expressed interest in leasing reserves for potential new mine starts in spite
of the higher fixed rate for UPR leases.
Accor .ngly, BLM believe it has provided adequate analytical support for this action.
The BLM invited comments from industry and the public in general on the proposed rate
increase. These comments were analyzed and addressed in a document that has not been
released for public inspection at this point. This document provides the necessary support
for the recommendations made concerning new and renewal leasing in the GRB .
It should be clarified here that the BLM has not acknowledged that UPR holds a
monopoly position in the GRB. On the contrary, as reported under the response to
determinant I above, a true monopoly is not considered to exist. What market power the
UPR does possess has not been sufficient to "obligate" companies to lease in the GRB and
so these transactions represent a valid and stable indication of fair market ·/alue.
Also, any decision to change the royalty rate based on the UPR transactions would not
represent monopolistic behavior on the part of ~he Department of the Interior, but wocld
rather continue the tradition of following the market in assuring a reasonable return and
fair market value for public resources.
BLM has not proposed using the leasi ng process as a substitute for required analysis.
BLM has always taken the position that it cannot test a royalty rate in this fashion.
BLM's analysis has. however, indicated that there ili a valid market for new leasing; and
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that neither UPR nor the United States government hold a monopoly position with regard
10 leasing.
Conclusion
For nearly three years the BLM has been studying the trona royalty rate situation in the
GRB. During this time it has provided reviews of the soda ash industry as it has gone
through the normal cycles of changing quantities, prices. and costs. Three significant
events stand out. There has been an increase in interest by more firms to either acquire
all or a fraction of the ownership of trona mines. Non-owners are seeking to acquire
interests in leases and develop new mines. And owners of existing mines are expanding
their capability to produce new products in response to new demands and to increase their
capacity to process ever-increasing quantities of produced ore. All of these actions dictate
ever increasing quantities of capital, which is made available as substantiated by the
expenditures made.
Market demand, reflecting the health of the industry. along with the fair market value
issues are valid considerations - but only to the extent that they would impact the overall
development of the resource. The prevailing consideration is the active and consistent
leasing market in the GRB which shows that the industry not only can survive but is
actually prospering. This is illustrated by the number of leases offered which have been
identified by operators and others who have expressed interest in these tracts.
All of these considerations would seem to indicate a robust and profitable industry trying
to capitalize on future opportunities rather than a marginal industry trying to maintain its
existence. The BLM has acknowledged what industry has frequently requested. BLM
has done this by proposing to make more trona leases available. The questions that now
remain are that of deciding the royalty rate and the appropriate bonus bid at that rate .
The domestic soda ash industry has increased its output for the past two years. As
domestic consumption remains flat, the increased quantities are consumed in the export
market. In 1994 more than 34 percent of the production was exported to an ever
expanding world market. Apparently recognizing this increase in demand, the five
producing companies announced a price increase effective July I. 1995 of $15/ton offlist
and $7/ton list which appears to be sustained.
Given this economic summary of increased demand, higher price/ton and hence higher
total revenues, the soda ash business appears to be a robust industry. While we hear
contrary claims, we have not been provided with adequate financial information that
supports an alternative premise.
How the cost increase of a potential royalty rale increase would affect demand is not
clear, because the royalty rate increase is a cost increase and does not become a price
element until/unless it is passed along in the form of a price increase. The industry has
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mineral resources in soulhweslern Wyoming falls wililin Ihe Ihird calegory,
"cumu!a/ive" impacts on Q region.

a lready passed along a price increase of several times that of a potential royalty rate
increase. Therefore. as BLM has mai ntained in the EA. it is not apparent that passing
along the royalty rate increase should have major. if any conseq uences. on demand.

NEPA 102(2) (C) requires cumulalive impacl slalemenls "in certain silualions where
several proposed aclions are pending allhe same lime.... Thus, when several proposals
for tmineral developmenl/ aclions Ihal will have cumulalive or synergislic
environ menial impacl upon a region are pending concurrenlly before an agency, Iheir
en vironmenlal consequences musl be considered logelher. " Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427
U.S. 390, 409-410 (1976). Faclors 10 be considered when delermining whelher proposed
acliolls are relaled enough 10 require a PElS include Ihe number of agencies illvolved,
proximity of Ihe proposed aclions in place and lime, and similarity of environ menial
effecls. See Sierra Club v. Penfold, 664 F. Supp. 1299 (D. Alaska 1987), '!l£J!., 857
F.2d 1307 (91h Cir. 1988).

SIERRA CLUB LEGAL DEFENSE FUND
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Environmental A.sessment for Sodium
Leasing in the Green River Basin of Southwestern Wyoming (EA), issued July 14, 1995.
These comments are s ubmitted on behalf of the Wyoming Outdoor Council a nd the Sierra
Club Legal Defense Fund. In the interest of brevity, I endorse and incorporate by reference
tile comments of the National Wildlife Federation. My comments will focus on the EA's
mitigation requirements and the analysis of the cumulative impacts of trona leasing and
other mineral development and processing, especially oil & gas development, in
southwestern Wyoming, northwestern Colorado, and northeast Utah ("southwestern
Wyoming").

18.

The EA fails 10 comply wilh Ihe slandards eSlablished in Ihe Nalional Envirollmellial
Policy Acl, 42 U.S.C 4332 ("NEPA '~, and Ihe Council for Environmenlal Quality
regulalions implemel/ling NEPA. Under currenllaw, Ihe Bureau of Land Managemelll
("BLM") musl prepare a cumulalive or programmalic environmenlal impaci slalemelll
("PEIS'~ before leasing and aUlhori7.illg cOlllinued milleral developmenl ill
soulhweslern Wyoming, 40 CF.R. 1502"'(e); 1508.7; 1508.25(a). A PElS is lIeeded 10
analyze Ihe cumulalive effecls of Ihe already significanl impacls of currenl milleral
developmenl an ' Ihe impaci of reasonably foreseeable fUlure milleral developmelll on
Ihe region's wildlife, waler, and olher resources. Any leasillg of Irolla or olher similar
aClivity before complelion of a PElS would violale NEPA.
Land use plans, wi th extensive public involvement. made the initial determination as to
which lands are available for sodium leasing. Although the respondent may disagree,
BLM feels it has met the aforementioned requirements. A programmatic environmental
analysis (Sodium Mineral Developmenl EA) which included full public participation was
completed in 1983, shortly after completion of the Salt Wells MFP ( 1983). Leasing of
the sodium resource is also allowed for under the No Action Alternati ve, or current
management actions. of the Green River RlVIP DEIS . A lthough the decision has not been
issued, this action is in conformance with all management scenarios described in the RMP
DEIS. In February 1995, BLM initiated the Southwest Wyoming Resource Evaluation
to evaluate mineral development in southwest Wyoming.

19.

The determination threshold for whether an EIS is required under NEPA for a partic ul ar
project lies wi th the federal agency Peshlakai v Duncan . Trona leasing was analyzed in
the Land Use Plans (LUP, LUPs), Kemmerer RMP and the Salt Wells MFP, and is fu rther
analyzed in the Green River RMP DEI S (under all alternatives). Leasing of the sodium
resource is a valid use of public lands. Additionall y, leasing was add ressed in the Sodium
Mineral Development EA (1983) and appropriate environmental protection measures were
developed and appl ied to fut ure sodium leases within the KSLA. The latest sodium
leasing EA ( 1995) addresses whether those mitigation measures are still app licable and
whether additional protection measures are warranted .

There are Ilu.e illslallces ill which courls have required PEISs: (I) when Ihere is a
formal federal "program" or plall for Ille developmelll of a region; (2) whell several
projecls are "collnecled aclions," i.e., when several projecls are dependanl, and
Iherefore have no "independenl utility;" and (3) when various federal acliolls in a
region have "cumulalive" or synergislic environmenlal impacls on a region. Peshlakai
v. Duncan, 476 F Supp. 1247, (D.D.C 1979). The currenl rapid developmenl of
18
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BLM has addressed the cumulative impacts (past, present, and foreseeable sodium
development) based upon the latest information available. Because a lease is issued does
not necessarily mean that the lease will be developed.

20.

Pellfold is direclly applicable 10 Ihe sill/alion in soulhweslern Wyomillg. In Pellfold,
sixty placer milles, concelliraled in cerlaill walersheds in Alaska, were cal/sillg waler
quality degradalion in several rivers. Only one agency, Ihe BLM, was illvolved, Ille
mines were all in dose proximity geographically, all operaled dl/rillg Ihe same seaSOll,
and Ihe envirollmellial impacls of Ihe proposed acliolls were idelllical. The cOl/rl
observed:
tW/hile Ih e operaliollS are nolfullclionally or economically illierdepelldelll alld
Iheir impacls are illierdependeni and require commoll analysis... AI Ihe risk of
belaborillg Ihe obvious, IIIe courl I/Oids Ihal IrQ/lSformalioll of Ihe elllire
126-mile Iel/glh of such a river from a clearwaler slream 10 a sill-Iadell olle is
sigllificalll eIlvirollmelllal eVeIll.
The currellileasillg and developmelll of variol/s millerals ill sOl/lh weslern Wyomillg is
ide/llical 10 Ih e sill/alioll ill Pe/lfold alld falls well wilhill Ih e paramelers of Kleppe.
MallY large milleral leases alld associaled milleral alld e/lergy developmellis fall ill or
19

near Ihe Cumulalive Impacl Analysis Area, shown on Map 12, EA al 79. BLM mllsl
be aware of Ihese developmenls, especially since Iwo such developmet/ls are Ihe sllbjeci
of two separale NEPA documenls, bolh issued by Ihe Rock Sprillgs BLM office wilhill
Ihe lasl few mOlllhs. The heavily developed Moxa Arch ar2a aclually overlaps Ih e
KSLA for many square miles on Ihe weslern border,from T. 16-21 N., R. 111-112 w.,
and Ih e Siagecoach Draw area, scheduledfor 72 wells ill T. 22-24 N., R. 107 W., is less
Ihan six miles oulside II. e KSLA.
Development of sodium leases occurs below the s~rface . Associated surface fac ilities
impact a small number of acres when compared to the area leased (in this casco up to
1,100 acres per mine site or a total of 2,200 acres regardless of surface ownership).
Sodium leasing is proposed to take place in the southeastern corner of the KSLA. 18 to
25 miles away from the expanded Moxa Arch oil and gas development area. BLM does
not anticipate oi l and gas development occurring in the Moxa Arch area as having any
direct or indirect resource (Le., biological. geological. etc.) impact on sodium leasing in
the southeast corner of the KSLA. For example. most of the development occurri ng in
the Moxa Arch area is north of Interstate 80 (1-80) on the west-side of the KSLA and any
future development of these sodium leases would happen on the south-side of 1-80 on the
southeast corner of the KSLA. BLM would have serious concerns if oi l and gas
development were to occur in the area where existing or potential mining activities
(leases) could occur. Should coincidental development be proposed at some future time.
those issues will need to be resolved per mitigation item 13 prior to any development.
Development of the Stagecoach Oil and Gas Field is outside the cumulative impact
boundary encompassing the KSLA and therefore, consideration of the impacts are not
required to be addressed in this document. However. the BLM recogn izes the need to
address cumulati ve impacts occurring throughout southwest Wyoming and has initiated
the Southwest Wyoming Resource Evaluation to address those concerns.
21.

Thefailure 10 perform a PElS in Ihis silualion is illcomprehellSible. Only olle aget/cy,
II. e BLM, is involved, in facl, ollly one dislricl office is involved. Only one type of
agency aclion, leasing of minerals and permission 10 develop Ihose leases, is being
laken. Numerous applicalions for lI.is idenlical aclivity are pending in Ihe same BLM
office allhe same lime. These energy mineral projecls and olher proposed projecls are
in close proximity geographically; plolting leases and polenlial developmenl siles all a
map, as BLM has done Ihrough ils GIS syslem, clarifies II.e geographical relalionsl.ip
belween Ihe separale leases and developmelll fields. TI.e expecled environmet/lal
impacls of Ihe various developmenls are very similar. The same resollrces will be
impacled, illcluding allielope, deer and elk herds, air quality, waler syslems, roads,
cultural reSOllrces, wilderness sludy areas alld vislas. To paraphrase Petlfold,
Irallsformalion of Ihe ell lire soulhweslern corner of Wyoming from opell IIearly wild
land 10 all illdllslrial park is a sigllificanl environmet/lal evenl deserving comprehensive
decision making. See NWF v. Benn, 491 F. SlIpp. 1234 (S.D.N. Y. 1980) (oceall dllmp
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sile creales a sleady slream of aclivity in a well defined area, requiring PElS). A PElS
allalyzillg Ihis Irallsformalion shollid be compleled before any IIew leases are issued.
With completion of the Green River RMP, an up-to-date programmatic leasing EIS
covering all federal mineral leasing within the Green Ri ver !l.esource Area (GRRA) will
have been accom plished . In the meantime, existing LUPs and programmatic EAs are
sufficient and the proposed leasing of federal sodium tracts is in full conformance with
those plans and fa lls well withi n the scope of the analysis. Additionally, the Southwestern
Wyoming Resource Evaluation will evaluate the cumulative impacts of mineral
development for both the Rock Springs and Rawlins Districts.

22.

Allyone who drives Ihrough Ihis porlion of Sweelwaler County realizes Ihal BLM's
lallds are devoled 10 massive mineral developmenl. Grazing is a dislanl second purpose,
and wildlife and recrealional uses aftertlrougl.ls if Ihoughl of al all. Long dirt roads
wide ellougl. for two large rigs 10 pass each olher crisscross Ihe area Ihal lead only 10
drill pads; dead animals decay by Ihe roadsides, and birds covered wilh wasle sil beside
pils wilh ripped lining and fallen nelling; service Irucks sleadily raise dusl clouds;
compressors clang Ihrough Ihe nighl; smoke plumes, visible for Ihirty miles and more,
rise from Ihe slacks of processing and power planls; cl.emical odors fill Ihe air;
""merous pipeline rigllts-of-way covered will. varying vegelalion form haphazard bul
dislillcl palterns miles long Ihrough II.e sage. Tlrese are single purpose lands becoming
more and more illduslrialized.
Thank you for your comment.

23.

Ullder FLPMA alld NEPA, il is palenlly illegal for BLM 10 manage Ilrese lands for
single-purpose use wilhoul allY serious allalysis of cumulalive impacls on olher public
resources alld mandaled mulliple uses. BLM bears II.e slalulory responsibility of
foreseeillg alld prevenling degradaliOl' ofpublic resources, and using good dala 10 plan
for Ihe cOllservalioll of IIon-milleral public vailles prior 10 developmenl of mineral
reSOllrces, 1101 afler developmelll is aUlhorized.
BLM disagrees wi th the respondent that these lands are being managed for a single
purpose. Mineral leasing and development is a valid use of public lands. In issuing
leases or approving development. the BLM closely reviews resource issues and applies
applicable mitigation measures to prevent undue and unnecessary degradation of public
resources including multiple use of the said lands.

24.

Several imporlalll reSOllrces are met/liolled ill Ihe EA, bill II.e cllmllialive impacls all
Ih ese resollrces is millimized or igllored. For example, II.e EA millimjzes Ihe impaci of
Ihese leases all game allimals, even afler ackllowledg;'.g Ihal Ihe leases are ill Ihe
middle of crllcial willier rOl.ge for OIl/elope (Map 8); alld cllis off a IIarrow area IIsed
by mille deer (Map 9). The EA also millimizes Ihe affeci all raplors alld sage grouse,
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even Ihough Map 10 shows II,e leases are surrounded by leks, and occur ill a Irea vy
cOllcelllralion of goldell eagle lIesls.

lallguage is lire seclion on reclamalion of lailings ponds. BLM acknowledges Ilral it
does nol ktrow if reclamalioll will work, and Ihen Candide-like /sic/ "assumes
leclrllology will be available 10 reclaim Ihese areas whell necessary," EA 0160. Because
of BLM's pasl inlerprelaliO/, of reslriclion on leases as a lakings, miligalion for adverse
impacls on nOli-minerai resources mllsl be addressed IIOW, before Ihe lease, or slronger
alld clearer slipulalions placed inlo lire leases. TI,e slip"laled miligalion measures are
110 "more Ilran mere vague slalemelllS of good illlenliolls," and II,e EA is Ilrerefore
legally deficielll.

The respondent is correct that crucial winter range for antelope. mule deer. and golden
eagle habitat could be affected if surface de velopment occurs on those sections. The
respondent is reminded that sodium development mostl y occurs below the surface. If
surface development occurs. an EIS would most likely be required to address wildlife
concerns along with other issues such as air and water quality. and economic and social
impacts. BLM disagrees with the suggestion that these possible impacts have been
minimized . On page 80, BLM ac knowledges the potential significance of development
on wildlife occurring in the area and the need for an EIS should development ever be
proposed . Additional mitigation would be addressed at that lIme since more site·specific
information would be available.

15.

Accordillg 10 II,e EA, Ihese alld ollrer envirollmelllal proleclioll issues, suclr as air
quality (EA 01 78) and Ihe lIearby Wilderness Sludy Areas, can be beller addressed 01
lire site-specific slage. Yel BLM Iras, alleasl in lire oil & gas cOlllexl, consislelllly ,akell
lire posilion Ilral Ollce a lease is issued, il is a lakillgs 10 require off-site miligalioll or
require new prolecliolls for lIoll-mineral resources. Tlrese issues musl be addressed
now, nollaler, or slrollger Slipulalions slrould be added 10 II,e leases alllris slage.
Mitigation Measure I (Other Mitigation) specifically states that the AO may require off·
site (but within the lease boundary) wildlife habitat enhancement. Proposed air quality
stipulations are found on page 57 and incorporated into this deci sion. BLM can not
foresee with any accuracy site-specific information (i.e. , size. exact location, processing
method. etc.) on which to base a site-specific environmental analysis. The mitigation
measures identified in thi s document were analyzed for appropriateness and whether other
mitigation is warranted at the leasing stage. Should development be proposed sometime
in the future. and based upon that specific proposal. additional environmental analysis will
be conducted and addi tional mitigation measures could be applied.

26.

The mitigation measures described in Chapter II , pages 9·18, are incorporated into the
proposed action. These measures are designed to reduce unnecessary and undue
degradation to important resource values. BLM disagrees that these measures are no more
than mere vague statements of good intentions. Most of these measures were developed
in and carried forth from the Sodium Milleral Development EA , a programmatic analysis
in which the decision provides direction for sodium leasing and development in the Rock
Springs District. The others were in response to public and internal scoping. In addition,
other measures were developed during the impact analysis to further reduce impacts.
Based upon public and internal comments to the Sodium EA, some mitigation measures
were modified for clarity and to reflect current policy. All mitigation measures have been
incorporated into the decision and all leases issued will be subject to these measures.

Tire EA menlions several limes Ihal miligalion measures will reduce impac/s, and
outlines lease provisionsfor proleclion of non-mineral resources 01 pages 9-18. While
il is legally permissible for an agency 10 use miligalion measures 10 support a FONSI,
see. e.g., Friends of lire Earth v. Janlzen, 760 Fld 976, 987 (911r Cir. 1985), Ilrose
measures musl be "more Ilran mere vague slalemenls of good inlenlions." Auduboll
Soc 'v of Ce,lI. Ark v. Dailev, 977 P.. ld 428; 435-6 (811r Cir. 1992). As slaled by Jllslice
Breyer, before his appoinlmenllo II,e Supreme Courl, a FONSI slrould depelld 011 "a
plan Ilral effecli vely assures " Ilral negalive impacls will be avoided. Citv of Waillram
v. U.S. Poslal Service, J/ F.3d 135, 241 (lsI Cir. 1993).
MallY of II,e slipulaliolls are vague, alld Ihe EA does nol show lrow Ilrose meaSllres
"effeclively ensure" negalive impacls will be avoided; in foci, many call be ignored
complelely 01 lire discrelion oftl,e AO. See EA 0110 and 12. All example of lire worsl
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Should development be proposed in the future , further site-specific environmental anal ysis
will be conducted and additional measures, based upon the analysis. could be required.

17.

All BLM aclioll gralllillg leases or allllrorizillg lease developmelll ill sOIlII,wesle",
Wyomillg slrollid be poslpolled Ulltil a programmalic or comprelrensive EIS coverillg !!lJ.
suclr milleral developmelll is compleled. TI,e Rock Sprillgs office expecls large scale
developmelll ill II,e regioll ill lire lIear fulllre as evidenced by lire mOllY EAs alld EISs
for mineral developmelll isslled by II,e office ill 1995 alolle. As slaled above,
Iransformalioll of soullr weslern Wyomillg from open, lIearly wild Im,d 10 all illdllslrial
eIIergy developmelll area is a sigllificalll ellvirO/,melllal evelll deservillg comprel,ellsive
decisionmakillg. BLM slrollid serve II,e in:eresls of bollr lire public alld eIIergy illdllslry
by complelil,g a comprel,ellSive EISfor developmelll ill sOIlII,wesle", Wyomillg 10 gllide
lire imporlalll decisions Ilral will be made ill tI,e lIexl f ew years. Ollly itrformed
decisiollmakillg will permit developmenl of lIeeded ellergy resollrces will,oul sacrificit,g
ollrer resollrces Ilral are II, e property m,d lire Ireritage of II,e Americall people.
See responses to comments 18. 19. 28. and 29.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

28.

Tlris docllmelll sqllarely poses a problem wlriclr is 01 lire Irearl of cllrrelll cOlllroversy
over milleral deve!opmelll ill sOlllh west '''yomil'g, where there is a cOllsiderable amollnt

of oil alld gas aclivity, as well as lire nrit,illg of mit,erals SIlCIr as IrOlla alld IIrallillm:
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That is, wlrat are tire analysis and disclosure requiremellts //Iuler tire Natiollal
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for tire act of milleralleasillg?

surface occupallcy stipulations - mealling tIle lease conveys no right to develop tlrey are all irretrievable commitment of resources requiring an Environmental Impact
Statemellt, In Sierra Club v. Peterson. 717 F.ld 1409, 1415 (D.C Cir. 1983), a case
wlriclr BLM contillually misconstrues alld misquotes, the court held tlrat in order to
comply witlr NEPA, BLM "must eitller prepare an EIS... or retain the autlrority to
preclude surface disturbing activities until an appropriate environmental analysis is
completed." See also COIlller v. Burford, 836 F.2d 1521, 1531 (9tlr Cir. 1988) (tIle
govemmellt violates NEPA wlrell it sells non-NSO leases witlrout preparing an EIS.)
110

NEPA requires that al l major federal actio ns are analyzed and impacts disclosed to thc
extent that the authorized officer can make an informed decision. Leasing of mineral
resources are analyzed through LUP efforts. In the case of leasing sodium resources. the
Salt Wells MFP and Kemmerer RMP allows for leasing of federal minerals and the
Sodium Mineral Development EA further analyzed sodium development in the Green
River Basin and provides protective measures to prevent undue and unnecessary
degradation of other important resources. Leasing of these tracts is well within the scope
of and in conformance wi th existing LUPs. Currently. the GRRA is updating their LUP.
Mineral leasing. including sodium leasing within the KSLA. is a valid use of federal lands
under all alternatives.

29.

We are mcouraged tlrat Irere, oddly cOlltrary to its approaclr to oil alld gas leasillg,
BLM recogllizes tlratleasing does indeed cause ill direct impacts because BLM operatcs
under ti,e belief tlrat alice ti,e lease is issued tire lessee Irolds a riglrt to develop, with
wlriclr BLM call interfere ollly all a very limited basis. Yet BLM still fails to follow tire
explicit directive of tire federal courts Dlld tile lI,terior Board of Land Appeals
concerning proper allalysis Dlld disclosure of tlrose impacts.
The BLM disagrees with the respondent's comment that BLM has failed to properly
analyze and disclose impacts for sodium leasing. Leasing is a valid use of public lands
and was thoroughly analyzed during development of the Salt Wells MFP and Kemmerer
RMP. Likewise. the BLM specifically analyzed sodium development in a programmatic
EA. Probable impacts of reasonable foreseeable levels of development were addressed
and appropriate mitigation measures identified to eliminate or minimize to the extent
possible. undue and unnecessary degradation of natural resources while allowing for
ultimate maximum recovery of the federal mineral deposit (43 CFR 3590.0-5). The same
principle applies to oil and gas recovery (43 CFR 3162.1 (a». Once a federal mineral
lease is issued. the lessee has a right to develop the leased mineral.
This EA specifically addresses leasing seven tracts of the sodium resource encompassing
9. 893.91 acres. If these trac ts are leased. there is potential for future development but
whether de velopment will actually occur is dependent upon many factors. Thus. the
discussion o f potential impacts are based upon a reasonable generic development scenario.
Mitigation measures. whether incorporated into the Proposed Action or developed during
the impact analysis, are designed to minimize adverse impacts to the environment. If a
de velopment proposal is submitted sometime in the future. BLM will then analyze that
proposal. alternati ves. and may develop further mitigation based upon that analysis.

30.

Contrary to the respondent' s opinion. sodium leasing is an administrative action that does
not impact the physical environment. No surface disturbance occurs at the leasing stage.
Impacts may happen if there is development of the lease. In order for the lessee to
de velop the lease. they must submit site-specific mining proposals to the BLM for
analysis. Modifications may be made and additional stipulations attached to prevent
undue and unnecessary degradation of resource values. For BLM to write an EIS to
address possible site-specific development scenarios on public lands within the
"checkerboard" area would be premature. Development. if any, could be years away
(using advanced technology not yet invented), or the leased mineral could be mined
underground without additional surface facilities, or any surface facilities proposed could
be located on private lands only. Thus, BLM would be wasting much time. effort. and
taxpayer money on analyzi ng scenarios that very well may not occur.

Tile leasing of vast areas of publicly owned lallds for private milleral developmellt is
not, as stated ill ti,e EA, a mere administrative action. TI,e Federal and Nilltll Circuit
Courts of Appeals and tI,e IBLA Irave allireid tlrat unless tI,e leases are offered witll
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31.

TIle fact tlrat development may be speculative or uncertain at tI,e leasing stage is not
a reasoll for waiving NEPA: ''If. .. the Department is in fact concerned tlrat it callnot
foresee and evaluate tI,e ellvirollmental consequences of leasing witllOut site-specific
proposals. tlrm it may delay preparatioll of all EIS provided tlrat it reserves botlr tire
autlrority to preclude all activities pending submissioll of site-specific proposals and tire
autlrority to prevent proposed activities if tire ellvirOllmelltal consequence!; are
ullacceptable. " Sierra Club. 717 F.2d at S14.
The BLM has not waived NEPA requirements. On the contrary. BLM has analyzed
sodium leasi ng and development in several LUPs (Salt Wells MFP. Kemmerer RMP, and
Green River RMP DEIS) and a programmatic EA (Sodium Mineral Development EA)
covering different levels of development. Leasing of these tracts is well wit hin the scope
of these LUPs and has been subject to public review and comment. If development is
proposed. preparation of the appropriate level of NEPA analysis (an EIS most likely)
would be conducted based upon a site-specific and method-specific proposal.

32.

Tire IBLA Iras fully adopted tire IlOldillgs of Sierra Club Dlld COIlller. III Vllioll Oil
Compallv of Califomia. 102 IBLA 187. 191 (1988) tire Board statedtlratullder Sierra
Club Dlld COIlller. tire sale of a 1I01l-NSO lease cOllstitutes tire "poilU of commitment;"
afler tI,e lease is sold IIIe govemmelll 110 10llger Iras tire ability 10 prolribil pOlenlially
sigllificallt illroads all lire ellvirollment. Accordillgly. "unless surface disturbillg
activities may be absolutely precluded. lire govemmenl musl complele all EIS before it
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makes an irrelrievable commilmelll of resources by sellillg 1I01l-NSO leases." (Cilillg
Conner v. Burford, SSE F.2d al 1532.)
The Tenllt Circuil, lakillg a sliglrtly dijferelll approaclt bUI reachillg lite same gelleral
conclusion, Itas Iteld Iltal wltile comprehellsive NEPA m/Qlysis somelimes may be
avoided aillte leasing slage if lite developmelll is 100 remole or speculalive, il call allll
musl be done comprel,ensively al lite developmelll slage. Park COlli/tv Resource
Council v Uniled Siales, 817 F.ld 609 (l011t Cir. I 987).

The absence of meaningful analysis in compliance with court and IBLA directive, and the
ina bility of BLM to con clude that the sodium leases will cause no significant impacts is
discussed in greater detail below:
34.

See response to comments 30. 3 1. and 56.
33.

Unfortunal"ly, lite Sodium Leasillg EA 1I0W ullder cOllsideralioll complies willt IIeitlter
approaclt. It does nol give compreltel/sive analysis 10 II,e full rallge of impacls from
Ihe leasing proposal, bul defers mosl of lite importanl allalysis and decisioll-makillg
unlil specific proposals are presenled. Yel illeaves lite decision-making on sile-specific
proposals enlirely in Ihe discrelion of lite aulltorizil'g officer, witltoul furllter NEPA
analysis or public participalion.
There are many examples of Ihis, several concerning impacls 10 wildlife. Tlte EA
provides Ihal Iltere will be no surface dislurbing aclivilies from November 15 10 April
30 "unless approved by II,e AO." EA a1I2. The aUlhorizing officer Ilterefore Itas lite
ability 10 make all delerminalions on litis crilical issue wilhoul any public disclosure or
inpul. This renders Ihe slipulalion meaningless and in violalion of Federal law
discussed above, whiclt requires Iltal sUrface occupancy slipulalions only be waived
where Iltere Itas been compliance willt NEPA.

The level at which hazardous materials are addressed in the EA is adequate for assessi ng
impacts of leasing and likely impacts of development. BlM acknowledges that hazardous
materials wi ll be used. However. BlM assumes that all materials will be used in
accordance with appropriate law. The respondent is correct that lists of specific hazardous
materials are not in the EA . BLM will assess the impacts of specific hazardo us materials
during NEPA review of a site-specific proposal.
35.

Similarly, lite EA slales al 12 Iltal sUrface uses whiclt result in long lerm loss of wildlife
habilal may require enhancemenl of habital, including off-sile miligalioll measures.
Yel here again, lhis crilical mailer of miligalion for wildlife impacls, whiclt is crucial
10 a findillg of no significalll impacl, is lefl wholly in Ihe judgmenl of Ihe AO.

There is 110 informalioll ill Ihe EA UpOll wllich eilher BLM or Ihe reader call accuralely
evaluale Ihe impacls of Ihe proposal on air quality, eillter from a likely millillg aclivity
,II/der a specific lease or from lite cumulalive impacls of Ihe aClivity combilled willt
exislillg sodium productioll alld aliter induslrial aclivity ill lite vicillity.
Air Quality - Firsl, Ihere is 110 mOllilorillg slalioll ill lite area, Ihe I,earesl aile beillg 40
miles away (alld wllich apparel/lly ollly mOllitors visibility.) Yeillte EA siaies "levels
are eslimaled 10 be low alld willlill slandards" (EA at 21). Buloll whal dala is litis
eslimate based? There have beell sigllificalll illcreases ill induslrial aClivity ill IlIis area
ill recelll years alld BLM call1lol el/gage ill guess work all lite currel/I air quality. Nor
do eslimaliolls of pollulallis from Ihe Wold EA of several years ago, which are equally
ullreliable alld also have 110 hard dala beltilld Ihem, salisfy lite "hard look"
requiremel/ls of NEPA.

BlM may not waive any lease stipulation or mitigation measure without NEPA review.
However. an exception may be granted if conditions warrant. For example. a company
may be permitted to complete surfacing of the main access road into a plant site after the
seasonal restriction date becomes effective if climatic conditions are not adverse and not
expected to become so within the time needed to complete the task. In most cases.
exceptions to wildlife seasonal restrictions are coordinated with the WGFD. BlM must
be able to maintain fl exibility in addressing resource concerns as they arise depending
upon the circumstances found at the time. Any off-site wildlife enhancement projects
would likely be addressed during subsequent NEPA analysis and would incorporate full
public participation. All previous habitat enhancement projects have been a cooperative
effort between wildlife groups. wi ldli fe agencies. and BlM .

The statement "level s are estimated to be low and within standards" comes from pg 337.
Green Ri ver RMP DEIS . According to our latest avai lable data (GRRA RMP/DEIS).
pollutant levels in the Green River Basin are wi thin national and state standards. The
State of Wyoming has jurisdiction over air quality issues and may require the operator to
monitor air for baseline information for pollutants as part of the permitting process. BlM
can not authorize any facility that would not meet state or federal air quality standards.
36.
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Ha zardous Malerials - The discussion regarding hazardous subslances (EA al 17 and
7I) is Iroublillg alld will fall far shorl of NEPA requiremenls in Ihe evenl BLM
delermines (as we expecl) Ihere is 110 significanl impacl from lhis proposal. The EA
goes 110 furlher Ihall slalillg Ihe obvious Ihal Ihe developer of II,e leases musl comply
willt federal law in sellillg forlh all hazardous subslances wlliclt miglrt be associaled
willt Ihe milling aClivity. Nowltere does Ihe EA disclose Ihe possible subslances 10 be
used ill Ihe minillg process, Ihe loxicity oliltose of IllOse subslances, and informalion,
il has nol provided ilia Ihe reader 10 allow accurale assessmelll and commenl on Ihe
risks 10 Ihe ellvirollmelli.

Illdeed, Ihe EA slales Iltal "110 qualllificalioll of potenlial impacls is possible al litis
time" (EA al 56), It ere agoill pOSlpOllillg allY meallillgful cOllsideralioll of lite issue
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until a specijic proposal is made. Yet wilen tllat proposal is made, will BLM stillilave
any ability to cOlltrol tile problem (based 011 its belief regardillg existillg lease rigllts),
alld will ti,e public be allowed allY participatioll ill ti,e decisioll-makillg?

project will elimillate atly sigllijicant f!IIvirollmelltal impact, NEPA requires all atlalysis
of tile proposed mitigatioll measures alld I,ow effective tlley would be in reducing ti,e
impact to illsigllijicallce. Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee, 120 IBLA; Idallo
Natural Resources Legal Foulldatioll, Inc. 1/5 IBLA 88, 981 (1990). Tile mere
mOllitorillg of impacts does 1I0t meet tllese standards. Powder River Basill Resource
COllIICil, at 60.

"G iven the preliminary nature of this EA. no quantification of potential direct air quality
impacts is possible at this time." The EA (page 56) points out that at the leasing stage.
BLM can not analyze air quality issues without a site- and project-specific proposal.
BLM does not know what type of processing method would be employed or whether
sodium would even be processed on-site (for analysis purposes. BLM assumed a wetprocessing method would be employed). Technological advances 10 to 15 years from
now would most likely make any predictions meaningless at this point. On page 78,
BLM acknowledges the possibility that up to two new trona mines may significantly
impact air quality . However, leasing of sodium tracts does not result in a significant
impact to air quality . Air qualitY issues. among others. would likely result in the
completion of an EIS if surface development is proposed.
37.

SecOlld, evell if BLM is to base its conclusions on estimatiOlIS from ti,e Wold proposal,
set fortll at 21, it appears ti,e impacts could come very close to exceeding federal atld
state air quality stalldards. For example, tile probable additioll of two lIew milles
Ilaving rouglrly ti,e same quantity of emissions as Wold, comes ullcomfortably close to
federal and state standards for particulate emissiollS (24 1I0ur: 135 {standard: 150/;
allllual48 {stalldard: 501). Alld tllis does not take illto accoullt ti,e cumulative impacts
from substalltial oil alld gas operations ill tile vicillity, and also ti,e Jim Bridger Power
Plant, a signijicant source of air pollutants in tllis area. Accordingly, BLM is obligated
to give mucll greater scrutiny to background levels of pollutants and tile likely effect of
two additional mines, before it autllorizes tllis proposal.
See response to comments 36, 67 through 69. Oil and gas production, along with
auto/truck emissions. housinglbusinesslindustry emissions, and all other sources of
emissions cumulatively adds to pollutant levels which degrades air quality . Howeve r, the
Jim Bridger Power Plant sits to the east-northeast of the analysis area and has little effect
on air quality within the analysis area due to prevailing winds.

38.

Finally, if tllis EA results in a FONSI ratller tllan a determination tllat an EIS is
lIeeded, BLM cannot base tllat finding 011 mitigatioll measures wllicll are merely
recommended, or on proposals to monitor POIlUtatltS, as it proposes to do at 57. It must
provide specijic and enforceable mitigation measures for potentially sigllijicallt impacts.
Tile federal courts and tile IBLA I,ave been quite exactillg in tllis regard. Botll I,ave
lIeld tllat wllere all EA discloses potf!lltially signijicallt impacts all EIS must be
prepared, ulliess tile record supports a fillding tllat mitigatioll measures I,ave reduced
ti,e potential impact to illsigllijicallce. Cabillet Moulltaills Wilde",ess v PetersOll, 685
F.ld 678, 681-682 (D.C. Cir 1982); U.S. Postal Service, 487, F.ld 1029 (D.C. Cir.
1973); Powder River Basill Resource Coullcil, 120lBLA 47, 66 (1991). Likewise, tl,ese
tribullals 1I0id tllat wllere a FONSI is predicated 011 a filldillg tllat restrictiolls 011 a
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BLM has already made the determination, through LUP efforts and the programmatic EA.
that these lands are available for sodium leasing. The purpose of this EA was to
determine whether all tracts should be leased and whether the mitigation measures or
stipulations should be attached to the leases. In addition. BLM wanted to assess the most
likely impacts if development were to occur (an indirect impact of leasing) based upon
a preliminary and generic development scenario. and to determine if additional mitigation
measures would be warranted. In some cases. such as air quality concerns. additional
mitigation was created. All mitigation measures are warranted although some have been
modified slightly for clarification. Therefore. all will become part of the lease agreement.
BLM is well aware that significant impacts could occur especially if surface processing
facilities are proposed and will most likely write an EIS if a proposal is submitted. To
write an EIS at this point in time without a site-specific proposal would be a waste of
time and taxpayer money.
39.

BLM's persistellt failure to give attf!lltioll to ti,e deterioratillg air quality ill tllis regioll
is very disturbillg. Tile entire area, particularly 1I0rtil aJld east of tile Greell River/Rock
Sprillgs area is perpetually sllrouded ill a grayisll pall from ti,e regioll's illdustrial
activity. Tllere I,ave beell sigllijicallt documellted illcreases ill respiratory problems by
residellts of ti,e area. Tllere lias also been substalltial and worrisome deterioratiOlI of
air quality alld increase ill acidijicatioll ill ti,e Willd River rallge, alld otller dowllwilld
Class I airslleds. Wllile we do 1I0t yet kllow tile full cause of tllese problems, tlley are
real alld tl,ey are SigllijiCatlt aJld wortlly of cOllsiderable study before tllis killd of
developmellt call be autllorized. BLM call1lot justify a FONSI based 011 nOllexistellt
data alld wllere it lias failed to cOllsider ti,e cumulative impacts of milleral alld
illdustrial activity ill tllis area. Trolla productioll is well kllowlI to I,ave a sigllijicallt
deleterious effect 011 air quality, atld tllis issue must be dealt witll tilorougilly.
BLM ag rees with your assertion that visibility has become an issue in southwest Wyoming
and is participating with the state steering committee to carry out the Green River Basin
Vi sibility Study. However. BLM is unaware of significant documented respiratory
problems among residents. BLM invites the respondent to provide evidence of such an
occurrence . BLM has also initiated the Southwest Wyoming Resource Evaluation to
address the cumulative impacts of mineral development in southwest Wyoming. BLM can
lot. howe ver. stop all ac ti vi ty in southwestern Wyoming while it studies this issue.
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The U.S. Forest Service has been monitoring certain air quality values within Bridger and
Popo Agie Wilderness Areas (Class I and II airsheds) including precipitation chemistry.
lake chemistry. vegetation . soils. geology. and visibility since 1984. Monitoring has
indicated that these sub-alpine and granite features may be sensitive to polluted deposition
but no statistical conclusions have been reached yet.

successfully millimized, alld if the pubic is allowed to participate ill a full NEPA
allalysis at tl,e time of tl,e specijic proposal.
When the likely reasonable foreseeable development scenario was determined, I, I 00 acres
per mine, or a total 2,200 acres maximum, could be disturberl if a wet processing method
is employed. Of that acreage, BLM made the assumption that those areas not needed for
specific surface facilities would be reclaimed shortly after construction (a standard
operating procedure) making the actual long-term disturbance much less than what w~s
analyzed. Mitigation measure 40 (page 16) specifically states that all revegetatIOn Will
be done using native species (no non-native species allowed). If development is
eventually proposed, BLM will analyze the proposal on a site-specific basis and
incorporate additional mitigation measures based upon site-specific concerns. This would
most likely include seed mixes, habitat enhancement, etc. , and would be subject to public
review during the NEPA process. BLM would not authorize a major industrial project
without full public participation.

BLM is not authorizing any development at this point. RLM has added the following
mitigation measure: BLM will not authorize any activity that would violated federal or
state air quality standards as mandated by the Clean Air Act, Federal Land Policy and
Management Act. and the Environmental Quality Act of Wyoming. The proponent of any
future development proposal would be required to complete a detailed analysis of air
quality issues. including potential direct. indirect, and cumulative effects. in conjunction
with the environmental anal ysis. Cumulative impacts, at a minimum, will include impacts
from existing mineral development and any foreseeable developmect

40.

Historic Trails - BLM admits it is without illformatioll to kllow whether impacts to
historic trails would be sigllijicallt (EA at 50), but claims the stipulatiolls ill Chapter II
provide sufficiellt protectioll. Yet the stipulatiolls provides that 110 surface occupallcy
will be allowed witllill 1/4 mile, or v&ual lrorizoll, of eithe, side of sigllijicallt portiolls
of llistoric trails "ulliess authorized by the AO." Here agaill, BLM "PUlltS" this
importalll issue, leavillg tl,e decisioll-makillg ill tl,e autlrorized officer witl,out allY
public input all the actual location of tl,e site. This does 1I0t satisfy NEPA alld is
illsufficient to support a FONSI.
The stipulations employed are standard stipulations in effect throughout the area. The 1/4
mile exclusion zone (minus areas which meet certain exceptions) is taken from the
National Park Service's National Trails Management Plan for the Oregon, Mormon,
Pioneer. and Pony Express Trails. The Overland Trail , being in large part a variant of
the California Trail , does not have a national management plan. BLM understands one
is being prepared and is quite similar to the Oregon. Mormon, Pioneer, and Pony Express
Trails in terms of management objectives. Accordingly, BLM is applying the only known
standards for such resources in this instance. These standards are in compliance with
LUPs and previous NEPA documents. A FONSI for historic trails would be dependent
upon the actual location of surface facilities .

41.

Vegetatioll - Here also, BLM admits that it canllot predict lrow much of tl,e area would
be disturbed over tl,e life of tl,e likely projects. EA at 62. It also ackllowledges that a
permallellt reductioll ill vegetatioll would be a signijicant impact. Id. It claims
appropriate measures will be required at tl,e developmellt stage, but lIever states whether
these impacts could be reduced to a level of illSigllijicance. Such all approach is only
legitimate if, as required ullder the COllller, Sierra Club, alld UlliOl' Oil cases cited
above, BLM retaills tl,e riglrt and ability ill tl,e leasing process to fully control and eVell
prevent tl,e development dowlI the road if it appears that such impacts call1lot be
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42.

Groulld Water - It is apparellt from the EA that ground water may be at risk from the
trolla millillg activities. There is illadequate discussion of those risks and we see
notl,ing in tl,e stipulations in Chapter II that will actually prevent contamination of
groundwater. Therefore the EA call1lot be used to justify a FONSI in this regard_
Chapter II does contain stipulations that pertain to ground water protection. Items 15, 16,
23 . 25, and 29 provide precautions and requirements that would aid in preventing
contamination of ground water. As stated in Item 29 (a): A hydro-geologic study
addressing the hydrologic characteristics of aquifers that may be affected by
drilling/construction activities would be required prior to development. This study would
dictate how such items as wells and shafts would be designed and engineered to protect
aquifers containing good quality waters from contamination. Full discussion of risks to
ground water and additional protective measures is beyond the scope of this document but
will be fully explored at the mine plan review stage and associated NEPA review.

43.

Wildlife - Special Status Species. In accordance with Sec. 7(a)(2) of the ESA, /6
U.S.c. 1536 (a)(2), BLM is required to assure that allY actioll authorized by it is 1I0t
likely to jeopardize the continued existellce of allY threatened or endangered species or
to result in an adverse modijication of the critical habitat of such species, and to use
the best scielltijic alld commercial data available to fUlfill this requirement. Sierra
Club, /041BLA 76 (/988).
Significance criteria for special status species is addressed in Chapter IV (pp 69). As of
July 1995, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) changed its policy on special
status species, eliminating Category 2 and 3 species from listing. The EA covers these
species. If listed species are directly or indirectly affected by development, BLM must
initiate formal consultation with the USFWS to determine further action. Until a siie-
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specific project is proposed. there is no possibility for an adverse modification to their
critical habitat.
44.

commitment of resources, represented by Ihe leasing at lands for mineral developmenl.

If BLM is 10 use Ihis approael, il musl relain in Ihe leases Ihe authority 10 prevent
developmelll of II,e leases. Will,oulthis BLM loses ils ability 10 prevenl harm 10 II,ese
species. See Conner v Burford, Sierra Club v Peterson, supra.

II is plain 11,01 a variety of Ihrealerred, elldangered or special slalus species have Ihe
pOlenliallo exisl in II,e subjecl area, ii, eluding black-/ooled ferrel, bald eagle, peregrille
falcon, whooping crane,ferruginous hawks, Norlhern goshawk, burrowing owl, Preble's
shrew, pygmy rabbil and olhers. II is equally plain Ihal BLM has inadequale dala 10
evaluale impacls 10 Ihese allimals. II is all well alld good for BLM 10 cOllsider cerlaill
species unlikely 10 occur, bul il cannol use such speculalive commenls, based all
enlirely anecdolal evidence, 10 conlinue 10 form II,e foulldalion for ils developmelll
decision in soulhwesl Wyoming. For example, as 10 II,e goshawk, Ihe EA slales it is
"1101 likely 10 be affecled because ill,as 1101 beell documellled ill Ihe area for Ihe lasl
several years." This is a superbly irrespollsible mealls of evalualillg impacls. To our
knowledge, no one has done allY survey 10 delermine gosl,awk populaliollS, if any. And
il is elllirely possible populaliolls have been reduced due 10 pressure from Ihe sigllificQl,1
developmenl wl,ich has occurred in Ihis area over Ihe pasl few years.

BLM has conducted surveys to gather baseline data for certain special status species and
their potential habitat. For example, prairie dog surveys were conducted with emphasis
on their potential to support black-footed ferret populations in 1986 and 1987, and raptor
surveys were conducted in 1986. Crucial winter range information on big game species
is determined on an annual basis by the WGFD in collaboration with BLM. Information
on other species may be lacking thereby necessitating the need to conduct surveys to
determine their status if development is eventually proposed.
The purpose of stipulations is to inform the lessee that sensitive species may exist within
the lease area and special requirements apply in order to protect those species.

47.
All threatened, endangered, and special status species were addressed individually in
Chapter IV. Each species was addressed with consideration to individual habitat and food
requirements specific to habitat found within the analysis area. The goshawk, from the
respondent' s example, was addressed based upon the fact that goshawks are very mobile
species and individuals can occur in anyone area at any given time. Goshawks may be
observed throughout the year in Wyoming but require boreal and mountain forests to nest
and hunt; terrain that does not exist within the analysis area. No recent sightings of the
goshawk have occurred within the analysis area. Leasing of the sodium resource is not
likely to affect this species.
45.

Nor can one mitigale harm to a species whell aile has made 110 effort 10 galher
illformali"" on Ihe presence of or distribution of Ihe species.
So,ne data has been gathered for certain species in this area. For example. thorough
raptor surveys were conducted in 1985 and 1986. This information was updated as part
of the GRRA planing efforts. However, BLM does lack data for some species within the
anal ys is area as stated in the EA. Certainly. BLM would want the latest data available
if development is eventually proposed. This is the reason why BLM will require ground
surveys to determine the occurrence and status of these species prior to authorization for
surface di sturbance .

46.

We also find il unacceplable for BLM, pursuant 10 Ihe slipulatiollS in Chapter II, to
impose on the lessee, posl-approval of the leases, II,e duty of cOllduclillg surveys 10
delermille if special status species or habitats are present. Unless BLM has reliable
data cOl!cemillg the presence of such species it cannol purporl to elaim Ihal Ihe
proposal will have no significant impacl on the environmenl. Moreover, it is BLM's
obligation to delermine II,e impact of an aclivity before making tl,e irrelrievable
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Finally, Ihe projecl proponenl is nol sufficienlly disinleresled 10 be relied upon 10 give
accurale accounls of suel, populalions, when Ihe report of a populalion may have direcl
bearing on the proponenl's ability 10 develop.
Any survey work must be done to BLM requirements regardless of what entity conducts
the surveys.

48.

Big Game - The issues relaling 10 impacls on big game are perl,aps of even grealer
concern because we know Ihallhe proposed aclivity will have an impacl, and most likely
a significanl impacl, on Ihese species.
Crucial winler antelope range is found in a majority of tI,e projecl area. EA a136. The
displacemenl of animals from crucial habitals during vilal use periods is significant.
EA al 67. Yet the sum tolal of analysis of suel, displacement is Ihe following
''feel-good'' stalement at 67: ",Wjilh similar habilal available adjacenl to lire project
area and II,e minimal aclivity Ihroughoulll,e general area, polenlial impacls would nol
be considered significanl on a long-Ierm basis provided Ihal addilional major surface
dislurbing aclivilies do nol occur ill Ihis area." Tlris slalemenl is so chock full of
qualifiers, generalilies and unsubslanlialed slalemenls as 10 be relldered meaningless.
Whal is similar habilal? Can BLM demonslrale 10 II,e public Ihal equivalerrl crucial
winler range is readily available? TI,e EA is silenl on Ihis issue. Whal is meanl by
"minimal aclivity Ihroughoulll,e general area?" Surely BLM cannol be suggesling
11,01 wilh five olher exisling Irona milles, an addilional mine which has nol yel begull
operaliolls, QI,d exlensive oil QI,d gas developmelll exiSlillg allll/or likely in virlually
every direclion, cOllslilules "minimal aclivity." Whal is meanl by long-Ierm? The
developmenl of a Irona mine is a commilmenl of as much as 100 years. Is BLM
suggeslillg Ihis is a sharI lerm commilmenl? Whal is II,e meallil'g of "provided Ihal
addilional major surface dislurbing aclivilies do nol occur in Ihis area?" Major surface
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disturbances are occurring in tltis area faster tlran allyolle (illcludillg BLM) call keep
up with them, mId a significallt portioll of tIl is EA is addressed to resoJlvillg tire disputes
between tire trona industry alld tire oil alld gas imlustry as to wlro is goillg to be a/lolVed
to get there first.
Crucial antelope winter range exists in the majority of the analysis arca but if
development is proposed. most of the development would occur underground. Should
surface development also be proposed. impacts to antelope winte r range wou ld be
addressed. The EA mentions several times that if surface disturbance occurs. antelope
will be displaced. To what extent can not be determined until a site-specific proposal is
submitted. Mitigation measures (see Item 9. page 12) protect big game crucial winter
habitat for short-term surface occupanc y disturbances.
Antelope habitat within the analysis area is homogeneous, human development is limited.
and oi l and gas potential is considered low. The addition of up to two new mines. in
addition to the Wold Mine. will add to the level of human development within the
analysis area (and southwest Wyoming). Exactly how this development wi ll impact
antelope, or any other resource concern, can not be determined until a site-specific
proposal is submitted .

The mitigation measures outlined in the EA are designed to protect important resources.
BLM can not prescribe site-specific measures until a site-specific proposal is submitted.
Any future proposal will be subjected to full NEPA compliance including public review.
BLM disagrees with the respondent' s assertion that BLM is not acknowledging loss of big
game habi tat (EA. page 67). Page 80 states "[a)1I current and reasonably foreseeable
development wi ll lead to some level of impact on wildlife; however, no one at this time
can say for sure how significant that impact will be."

50.

The off-site habitat enhancement mitigation will be attached to the lease.
51.

The respondent is correct that development is occurring in southwest Wyoming but BLM
disagrees that development is occurring faster than anyone can keep up with. Except for
the proposed Wold Mine. development has occur ..ed outside of the analysis area with most
of it north of 1-80. The respondent is correct in that development of a trona mine and
processing faci lity is a long-term commitment in excess of 100 years.

49.

Yet there is not a single concession to tire loss of big game habitat anywhere in tlrose
supposed stipulations, otlrer tlran the meager and vague provision tlrat surface uses
resulting in long-term loss of wildlife Irabitat "may require tire enlrancemcllt of Irabitat
and habitat manipUlation off-site as determined by tire BLM AO." EA at 12. Tlrus,
when such habitat losses occur, it again wi/l be entirely in the discretion of tire BLM
officer wlrether to require any mitigation.
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BLM's clricallery and general refusal to confront tlrese issues ill a responsible manner
is becoming exceedingly tiresome, not to mention insulting to public 's intelligence, and
it will not witlrstand scrutiny in form of eitlrer the I BLA or tire federal courts. It would
be greatly appreciated if BLM would stop playillg this se/l game with respect to impacts
and mitigation of impacts to wildlife. If these herds are going to be sacrificed to the
mineral development industries, BLM has a moral as well as a legal obligation to
confront tire issue head on and let the citizens of Wyomillg who care about these
populations know wlrat is going on.
BLM does not believe that leasing or development of the sodium resource will sacri fice
wildlife herds. Development will likely displace some members of the herd but to what
level, no one knows. Assessing the impact can only be done at the time of proposed
development when site-speci fic protective measures will then be developed.

BLM addre~ses "mitigation" in a similar ofj11and manlier, deferring allalysis mId
decision-making until sometime down tire road, wlren it no longer Iras tI,e power to
require any tiring, and tire public no longer has any participatiOlt:
Tire implementation of stipulations addressed in Clrapters 1I and IV slrould Irelp
reduce tire impact to wildlife and additional, site-specific measures could be
developed during tire environmental analysis of allY future proposal...lNlo olle
at tlris time can say for sure how significant Itlrel impact would be. EA at 80.
(emp h 1sis added).

We also question BLM's sillcerity wlren it suggests it may require off-site mitigation.
It is IIOW well known tlrat tire Wyoming BLM operates under tire assumption it cannot
require off-site mitigation of environmental impacts, believing such requirements to be
unconstitutional, or worse, blackmail. Accordingly, the statement in tire EA tlrat tIle
A O will cOllsider suclr measures is disingelluous at best.

52.

The EA tiers to a 12 year old Sodium Mineral Developmellt EA alld ROD. Tlris is
unacceptable, give tire substantial cllallges in resource use over the past decade.
There have been no substantial changes with regard to sodium development. Oil and gas
activity within south west Wyoming has increased but not nearl y to the level of ac ti vi ty
found in the early 1980s. This leasing proposal is well within the scope of the Sodillm
Mineral Development EA.

53.

The EA claims a 110 leasillg alternative would be illconsistellt witlr tire lalld use pia"
amltlrerefore IIOt authorhed. III fact, there is 110 valid lalld use plall ill existence. Tlt e
MFP for tlte Greell River Basill is almost 15 years old and is obsolete. Tlt e Greell
River RMP ollly exists ill draft f orm mId call1lot be utilized to form tire basis for allY
lalld use decisioll. A lld as far as lVe are able to ascertaill from tire materials ill tlte EA,
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the nine-year old Kemmerer RMP would not cover any of tlte lease tracts ill qllestioll
and would cover only a small part of the KSLA.
To cease leasing of the sodium resource within the KSLA would be contrary to the
management direction found in the existing LUPs. Both the Kemmerer RMP. the Salt
Wells MFP, and the Sodium Mineral Development EA authorize and provide direction for
leasing public sodium reserves. Additionally, the No Action Alternative (existing
management actions) in the Green Rive r RMP DEIS also allows for leasing of the sodiurr:
resource. Approximately half of the analysis area is in the Kemmerer Resource Area
(KRA) and public lands in tracts A, B, C, and a portion of trac t D are also located in the
KRA . The remaining tracts (D-G) are in the GRRA.
54.

cause significant impacts to air quality. social/economic issues, and wildlife. However,
leasing of these parti cular tracts will not have a significant impact upon the human
environment; it is an administrati ve action that causes no surface disturbance. Any future
development wi ll be subject to NEPA compliance and most like ly, an EIS would be
prepared to add ress these and other concerns to the fullest extent possible.

56.

Issue afull environmental impacts statementfor tl,e likely development scenario
resulting from the leasing of these lands, which will include the gathering of
adequate data on wildlife, air qllality and other critical issues which are so
startlingly absent from the EA, as well as specific and enforceable mitigation
measures. II, short, BLM must go out alld get tl,e data it needs in order to at
least make all ill/ormed decision.

Moreover, the mere fact that land may be "made available" for mineral leasing ill a
land use plan does not eliminate BLM's ability to make subsequent decisions regarding
suitability. BLM always retains its ability to consider and choose a "no action"
alternative.

PostpO/ie the completion of tl,e NEPA analysis and the issuance of leases IIntil
BLM is presented with specific proposals for development. This approach also
must provide for tl,e collection of complete data and specific and enforceable
mitigatiO/, measures, as above. In this regard, we agree with PAW's comments
tl,at there is 110 apparent reason wl,y tl,e leasing needs to be done at tlris stage.

The EA does consider a No Action Alternati ve which was to not lease these specific
tracts. The State Director is responsible to determine where and under what conditions
sodium leoSl/lg"'ili be permitted. These determinations are made during LU P efforts.
A fu ll No Ac tion Alternative for no sodium leasi ng was anal yzed during LUP stage and
subject to full public review and part icipation. Compliance with NEPA was integrated
into the planning process either by writing a programmatic EA for sodium development
as was done and more recently under the Kemmerer RMP and now under the Green Ri ver
RMP process. Leasing of the sodium resource is a valid use of public lands.

55.

In light of tl,e above, BLM cannot reasonably conclllde tl,at this project will',ave no
significant environmental consequences. /t has neither acquired tl,e reqllisite data,
mgaged ill thorough analysis, nor made assurances regarding tl,e mitigation of likely
impacts. There remain substantial questions regarding whether this activity will have
a sigllificallt effect on the I,uman environment, and therefore a decision not to prepare
an EIS would be IInreasonable. Foundation for North American Wild Sheep v. United
States, 615 F.2d 498, 500 (9th Cir. 1980); Foundationfor North American Wild Sheep
v. United States Department of Agriculture, 681 F.ld 1172 (9th Cir 1982); Save the
Yaak Committee v Block, 840 F.2d 714 (9th Cir. 1988). While an agency meed not
IIecessarily choose the least environmentally destructive route to take, it... "is critical that
the Government officials determining whether those actions should go forward have a
full alld complete grasp of the possible consequences of tl,e activity in order that tl,ey
may take steps to ameliorate adverse impacts to the extent possible, and, if certaill
impacts cannot be avoided, decide tl,e advisability of proceeding and thereby accept
such impacts. " State of Wyoming Game & Fish Commission, 91 IBLA 364 (1986).

COllsequently, we believe BLM must approach tl,e leasing of these lands and tI,e
authorizatioll of these projects under on of the following methods. It must eitl,er:

Issue tl,e leases II0W, but issue tl,em witlt full no surface occupancy stipulations,
alld reserve full ability to limit or prevellt development if ellvirollmental
COllcems call/rot be remedied (as required by Sierra Club v. Petersoll, CO/Iller
v. Burford alld others).
BLM has completed NEPA analysis on leasing of the specific tracts. Should development
be proposed. BLM wi ll furt her analyze the impacts based upon a site-specific proposal.
Analysis will incorporate full public disclosure and opportunity for full public
participation.

WOLD TRONA COMPANY, INC.

57.

Chapter 1/ Other Mitigatioll Itelll 25 page 14. "During shaft construction, any ground
water encoUl,tered will be grouted off alld sealed." Even tlrougl, this item is taken
directly from the WTC EA m,d DR, WTC still believes that this item should be modified
to read "Durillg shaft clmstruction, groulld water flows will be dealt with ill a mallner
approved by tl,e WDEQlLQD alld tl,e BLM Mille Plan. " To require that "allY" groulld
water be grouted and sealed is excessive m,d ,mnecessary. If flows of sigllificance are
ellcoulltered, grouting alld sealillg will be required and will be to tl,e operator's
advantage.

BLM is not suggesting that development of the sodium resource will not have a
significant impact. On the contrary, BLM acknowledges that development very well may
36
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58.

BLM agrees the stipulation should be modified to reflect the concern, expressed by both
Wold Minerals Company and Solvay Minerals. Therefore, the stipulation is modified as
follows : During shaft excavation, high ground water inflows will be grouted and sealed
if technically feasible.

interest are likely to inhabit tire area. Thus, to assure the maximum safety of these
birds and associated animals, netting with a sufficiel/t density to exclude the smaller
birds and animals may be the only "recogllized method" known to be effective. Since
these would be new ponds, perhaps they could be designed to accommodate netting.

Chapter 11 Other Mitigation Item 36 Page 16. "A soil conservation plan tailored to each
mine site shall be developed and approved by the BLM AO prior to construction. Tire
soil conservation plan will include: a, b, and c." This subject is covered in incredible
detail by the WDEQILQD in the Application for Permit to Mine. Is the BLM also
requiring a new plan or would the AO accept the plan approved by WDEQ? Part a. lists
"soil test sites for monitoring." What does one monitor soil for? WTC recommends
that this item be modified as follows: "A soil conservation plan tailored to each mine
site shall be developed and approved by the BLM AO prior to construction. As an
alternative, the AO may accept the WDEQILQD approved Application for Permit to
Mine w/rich covers the leasehold area. If such a plan is not available, tire soil
conservation plan will include":.

Designing new ponds with consideration to netting would benefit bird species but actions
should not be limited to netting.

61.

The soi l conservation plan submitted to WDEQ/LQD should be sufficient for BLM .
Upon further review of mitigation item 36 (page 16), BLM feels this limits the lessee's
actions to current technology. Therefore, this mitigation measure is modified to read: A
soil conservation plan tailored to each mine site shall be developed and approved by the
BLM AO prior to construction. The AO may accept the WDEQ/LQD approved
application for Permit to Mine.

59.

Chapter 11 Other Mitigation Item 44 Page 17. This is directly from the WTC EA but
does this prelude a landfill or other underground disposal approved by WDEQILQD and
MSHA? It should read "at the AO's option".

The respondent is correct. The text has been changed as follows : Existing survey and
field inspections have not documented any prairie dog towns within the anal ysis area that
exceed the eight active burrows per acre which is the density requiring a black-footed
ferret search or that would likely support a ferret population.

62.

Alternative methods of disposal will be addressed during the mine plan review and
approval process.

60.

Chapter 11 Other Mitigation Item 47 Page 18. "The most recognized method(s) of
hazing, harassing, or distracting the birds will be employed to diminish the possibility
of migratory waterfowl use of tailings ponds. Records will be kept on the disposition
of all wildlife involved in tailings ponds incidents and submitted to the Fish and
Wildlife Service." WTC is not aware of anything short of netting tailings ponds that
would prevent both migratory waterfowl as well as mallY other migratory bird species
and the animals that they often seek as food from using the ponds. Ponds of large size
cannot be patrolled well enough to prevent deaths associated with the waters of the
tailings ponds. In the oil and gas fields, netting is the only means found capable of
essentially preventing bird deaths and deaths of animals that the birds may feed upon.
Although netting would be expensive and difficult, WTC recommends that this item be
modified to encourage more stringent methods of bird and animal protection. Bald
and Golden Eagles, Bll,rowing Owls, Plovers, Shrikes and other birds of high national
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Chapter 111 Page 41 paragraph labeled Black-Footed Ferret. The last line states that
"Existing surveys alld field inspectiolls have not documented any prairie dog towns
within the analysis area. " The WTC WDEQlLQD Application for Permit to Mine
Appendix D-9 identifies prairie dog towns within the analysis area. The statements
should read "Existing surveys and field inspections have not documented any prairie
dog towns within the analysis area that exceed the eight active burrows per acre w!riclr
is the density requiring a ferret search or that would likely support a ferret population. "
See Clark, T. W" T. M. Campbell /II, M.H. Schroeder, and L. Richardson, 1984.
Handbook of methods for locating black-footedferrets. BLM Wildl. Tech. Bull. No. I,
Bur. Land Mgmt. , Cheyenne. 55pp.

Chapter 111 Page 42 paragraph labeled Ute Ladies' Tresses. None of tire analysis area
is below 6000 feet in elevation except for a small portion lying below tire water level in
Flaming Gorge Reservoir.
This statement may be true, but the possibility still exists for Ute Ladies' Tresses
(Spiranthes di/uvia/is) to exist along waterways in the area, regardless of the elevation.
This plant species is li sted as threatened. Therefore, the Endangered Species Ac t, via
USFWS, require that BLM look for it in all potential habitat.

63.

Clrapter I V page 54 paragraph labeled Subsidence and Tailings POlld Reclamation.
The relationship between tailings pond water injection into tire milled-out areas and
subsidence has 1I0t been mentioned. There is evidence that tire injection of tlrese fluids
may increase the subsidence amoullt by softening of tire floor and "pillar punching ".
Recently, one of tire mines had a breakthrough into the active mining area by injected
tailillgs waters. With illcreasedfloor failure andlor flooding of active areas, this practice
could rel/der some of the trolla ullminable. See item 12 page 12 Chapter 11.
If water injection into mined-out areas is eventually proposed. the impac t upon subsidence
would be addressed during review of the mine plan and NEPA compliance.
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64.

One major concern seen in this document and in the documents required by other
agencies is the increased number of "stand alone" plans. BLM now requires a soil
conservation plan and a Wildlife Mitigation, Monitoring and Protection Plall ill
addition to the NEPA document and the Mine Plan. WDEQlLQD through the
Wyoming Game and Fish Department, also requires the Wildlife Mitigation, Monitoring
and Protection Plan in addition to Appendix 9 of the Application for Permit To Mine.
US Fish and Wildlife Service requires a stand alone Raptor Management Plan separate
from the Wildlife Mitigation, Monitoring and Protection Plan required by BLM and
WDEQlLQD and WGFD. This increasing duplication for a natural resource developer
is with no predictable improvement in environmental protection.
BLM believes that all required plans could be combined into one comprehensive plan and
submitted to all agencies having jurisdiction.

SOLVAY MINERALS

65.

decision is wi th U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). This stipulation would be part
of any Section 7 consultation with the USFWS and its acceptance and payment would be
required for concurrence with the Biological Assessment. Without concurrence, the
project would not go forward .

EPA
The Region VIII Office of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the
subject environmental assessment. We offer the following comments for your consideration
in finalizing the document.
67.

The proposed stipulation on page 14, #25. "During shaft excavation, any ground water
encountered will be grouted off and sealed. " is too restrictive. Solvay attempted to
grout low ground water flows in the Tower Sandstone during original shaft sinking.
The exhaust shaft was grouted, the larger production shaft was not. There is no
appreciable difference in water inflow into each shaft. Some formations may contain
ground water but have rock which is very tight and grouting accomplishes nothing.
Solvay suggests stipulation 25 be modified to read as follows: During shaft excavation,
high ground water inflows will be grouted and sealed if technically feasible.

Given the preliminary nature of this EA, no quantification of potential direct air quality
impacts is possible at this time. Once a proposed plan of operation is submitted indicating
production rates, mining and development processes. transportation methods, employment
level s, etc., a detailed assessment of potential impacts and specific control technologies
will be prepared. In all cases, applicable local, state, and federal air quality laws,
regulations, and statutes will apply and be strictly enforced.

See response to comment 57.

66.

Under Additional Mitigation Measures on pg. 71 a recommendation is made that as a
mitigation measure for removing water from the Colorado River System a one-time
payment to the FWS Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program be made.
This stipulation, if implemented, should only be applicable if actual soda ash capacity
is constructed requiring additional water withdrawal beyond presently permitted levels
from the Green River. We would question the justification of this mitigation measure
for two reasons: (JJ It/his requirement is probably contrary to Wyoming Water Law,
and (2) It/he candidate fISh species of concern occur in the Green River below Flaming
Gorge Dam and are primarily affected by water discharge decisions made by the Bureau
of Reclamation.
The Governors of the states involved signed-off on the mitigation described as part of the
Recovery and Implementation Plan (RIP) for endangered Colorado River fi shes. This
applies to all new projects for the amount of wate r that is depleted. Under the RIP, "any
depletion" that reduces the surface now in the Green River (including tributaries) is a
"may effect" situation and the mitigation fee is imposed. The only exception is that the
payment may be waived if the average annual depletion is less that 125 acre-feet. The
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EPA has concerns about the cumulative impact of additional trona development on
regional air quality. As the EA notes on page 78, "The potential for development of
up to two new trona mines in addition to the existing and proposed industrial activity
could cause significant degradation to the overall air quality in the region, and
particularly to the visual quality at Flaming Gorge NRA and the WSAs located south
and southeast of the lease analysis area." During a site visit last month with the your
District office, we witnessed an example of the visibility impairment in the vicinity of
the operating trona mines.

Enforcement of air quality laws, including visibility regulations, for existing trona mines
is the responsibility of the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division, under federal oversight by EPA.
68.

The document indicates on page 21 that air quality monitoring is not being conducted
in tl.e area, but that pollutant levels are expected to be "low and within standards."
Without sufficient baseline Monitoring data, regional air quality impacts can not be
adequately determined EPA believes that the leasing stage is the appropriate time to
determine existing air quality conditions and potential monitoring requirements
necessary to meet air quality standards.
Assumed background air pollutant concentration and visibility monitoring results are
presented on Table I. Representative Air Pollutant Background Concentrations (page 21).
The EA also identified additional mitigation measures (page 57) that state: "If the
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exposure to the public is reasonably likely, additional requirements for continuous
particulate and/or gaseous pollutant monitoring is recommended."

69.

For the purpose of this analysis, EPA recommends the following:
1. At a minimum, all emissions associated witlr tIre project slrould be qualltified alld
displayed within the EA. These emissions miglrt include the followitrg: construction,
traffic, material hauling, alld operation of the mine These emissiollS slrould tlrell be
input to a screening dispersion model (SCREENZ) to estimate the potential impacts on
the National Ambient Air Quolity Stalldards (NAAQS).

Terrestrial Considerations - The BLM is proposing to offer three tracts in Sweetwater
County, near Flaming Gorge Reservoir, for sodium leasing. Leasing of these tracts is to
accommodate expansion of existing underground mining activities. The Wyoming Game
and Fish Department has previously identified wildlife concerns associated with this
proposed leasing in a letter dated Oct. 12, 1994. Most of these concerns were addressed in
the EA. Additional terrestrial concerns follow.

70.

z. If the baseline date for the modeled pollutants Iras been triggered within tIre project
area, a Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Class 1, 1I increment analysis
should be performed to address the potential air impacts.
3 Also, a screening visibility analysis (VISCREEN) should be conducted to estimate the
potential visibility impairment expected within nearby Class I areas.

As with the USFWS, BLM is dependent upon the WGFD for the most recent summer.
winter, and crucial winter ranges for big game species to assist in identifying wildlife
resources and issues. Ground surveys have been conducted for certain species (see
response to comment 74). To conduct site-specific surveys for all species potentially
existing in the analysis area would be premature at this point. Leasing is an
administrative action which does not authorize surface disturbance. Should surface
development be proposed in the future (10-/5 years plus) then ground surveys for affected
species would be warranted and appropriate mitigation measures would then be applied.
It makes little sense to survey an area when the exact location, time frames, or type of
facility is unknown.

As stated on page 56: "Given the preliminary nature of this EA, no quantification of
potential direct air quality impacts is possible at this time." Once a proposed plan of
operation is submitted, BLM will conduct a detailed assessment of potential impacts.
Based on the types and amounts of potential air pollutant emissions, a comparison to
applicable ambient air quality standards will be made.
Based upon the types and amounts of potential emissions, a comparison to applicable PSD
increments will be made. However, tracking of cumulative increment consumption is the
responsibility of the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality
Division.
Based upon the types and amounts of emissions, an assessment of potential visibility
impacts to Class I areas will be made.
The following letters were submitted through State of Wyoming, Office of the Governor.
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
On behalf of the State of Wyoming, please be advised that we have reviewed the
Environmental Assessment for Sodium Leasing in the Green River Basin of Southwestern
Wyoming and we encourage the work to move forward. In accordance with our own
comment period given to all affected state agencies, I have attached their comments for
your review. I trust that you will give them every consideration.
WYOMING GAME & FISH DEPARTMENT
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Wildlife baseline information 40 CFR 1500.1 requires that environmental information
be available to public officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions
are taken. In our previous letter, WGFD encouraged the BLM to conduct surveys to
adequately describe the Wildlife resource, and facilitate determination of potelltial
impacts of development of tlrese leases. TIre BLM included general wildlife information
in tire £4, but has not conducted specific surveys. Without this data, the £4 does not
provide adequate wildlife information to describe tire resource and identify potential
impacts.

7/.

Mitigation. BLM should include measures to mitigate adverse impacts to important
wildlife resources as stipulations to tIre leases. Mitigation slrould cOllsider direct
impacts to Wildlife OIrd wildlife Irabitat, alld impacts to Irabitat effectiveness or
suitability. Measures to protect specific Wildlife Irabitats necessary for olle part of a
species survival (i.e., sage grouse leks) are important, but do not provide mitigation for
loss of otlrer important Irabitats (i.e., brood rearing, winter).
Mitigating potential adverse impacts to wildlife resources was one objective of this EA.
Protecting biological functions of individual species during vulnerable periods is the
primary purpose of mitigation measures. Other important habitat factors are not
considered less important by any means. but are much more difficult to assess. Sage
grouse leks and nesting habitat are mapped and an attempt has been made in conjunction
with the WGFD to update the data on an annual basis. Brood rearing and winter range
are more difficult to monitor. BLM would be willing to discuss limiting factors affecting
individual species and develop mitigation to improve conditions with the Wyoming Game
and Fish Department.
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72.

Mitigation for Crucial Winter Range. The proposed lease area provides crucial winter
range for prongllOrn antelope. Wyoming Game and Fish Commission mitigation policy
categorizes crucial winter range as "vital", meaning habitat in this category directly
limits a community, population, or subpopulation, and restoration or replacement may
not be possible. The Department is directed by the Commission to recommend no loss
of habitat function. Pursuant to Commission policy, the Department recommends
avoidance of direct surface disturbance within this habitat. If, sUrface disturbance is
unavoidable, the Department recommends replacement of the affected habitat or
enhancement of similar habitat within the same crucial winter range complex. BLM
should require mitigation for pronghorn antelope crucial winter range as a lease
stipulation should surface disturbance become unavoidable.

for golden eagles but not for bald eagles. Bald eagles nest in cottonwoods, habitat not
found within the analysis area.

75.

BLM also considers crucial winter range as vital to antelope populations and if surface
disturbance is unavoidable, mitigation could require off-site habitat enhancement. It is
entirely possible that potential surface disturbance could occur on private lands. However,
should surface facilities be eventually constructed on public lands, all areas not needed
for operational purposes would be reseeded with native species. BLM acknowledges the
problems with replacement or enhancement of crucial winter range in that it is a longterm rehabilitation process. Vegetation in antelope crucial winter range, such as sagebrush
and bitter brush, take up to 30 years to develop into a mature state. Revegetation of any
disturbed site or enhancement of similar habitat within the same crucial winter range
complex encounters the same dilemma.
73.

Criteria for Construction Activity on Winter Range. BLM should identify what criteria
the AO will use to determine if construction will be permilled on crucial pronghorn
antelope winter range during the seasonal restriction period.

Construction of the Wold Mine, and expansion of existing trona facilities and construction
of a methanol plant (both outside the analysis area) are the only industrial development
that BLM is aware of within and adjacent to the analysis area. Oil and gas development
is occurring in the western portion of the KSLA and northeast of the KSLA boundary.
No oil and gas leasing is proposed within the analysis area and the potential for oil and
gas development is considered low. Reasonable foreseeaole development of up to two
new mines was addressed in the EA with a maximum disturbance of 2,200 acres. This
disturbance would displace antelope but its extent can not be analyzed until a site-specific
proposal is submitted.

WYOMING STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
We have revie",ed this document and have the following comments:
76.

Criteria used to determine if a one time exception to seasonal restriction for construction
activities in crucial wi nter range is based upon multiple factors including weather and
prec ipitation conditions, presence of animals, type and duration o f construction, equipment
needed, location. longevity, traffic, and personnel needed to complete construction.

74.

Bald Eagles. Impacts to bald eagles only consider nesting (pg. 70). However, relatively
fe w bald eagles nest in Wyoming, but they are common winter residents, BLM should
identify if any bald eagle roosts or foraging sites occur on the proposed leasing area,
and should provide monitoring and mitigation plans, if necessary.
Raptor surveys conducted by BLM have been directed wi th primary emphasis on nesting
sites and wi nter roost areas. Bald eagles are extremel y euryphagus and foraging sites are
extremel y difficult to monitor. Literature shows that birds finding an abunrlant food
source will not restrict their feeding to one area but may continue to sample new areas.
Eagles roost in similar habitat that they nest in and would not be very difficult to monitor
during the wi nter months if necessary. Suitable roost sites within the analysis area have
been flown several times to determine whether active roost sites exist. Some were found
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Cumulative Impacts. Cumulative impacts to wildlife resources are poorly identified (p
80). 40 CFR 1508.7 identifies cumulative impacts as "the impact on the environment
which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonable foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal
or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions." BLM should identify other
activities proposed for this lease and surrounding areas (i.e., oil and gas, mineral
development, etc.), and provide an assessment of cumulative impacts to wildlife
resources, particularly pronghorn antelope.

While we support the Bureau of Land Management's decision to lease additional trona
in this portion of the Green River Basin, we ar~ concerned about the effect that the 53
stipulations and mitigation listed on pages 10-18 of the environmental assessment will
likely have on leasing interest and values. The sheer number is unbelievable. Are they
all necessary? The only positive aspect to listing all these things is that potential
bidders may have a beller idea of what they are gelling into. They may also choose not
to bid.
BLM is mandated to protect all resource values while allowing for mineral development.
One of the objectives of this EA is to assess the need for these mitigation measures.
BLM has modified several measures based upon public comment but fo und that these
measures are necessary to protect other resources. Refer to the decision for mitigation

measures.
77.

In the second paragraph on page 26, is there a reference that can be cited to document
the 33 trona beds mentioned in tl,is paragraph?
The text has been modified to read 42 trona beds.
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78.

Map 4 on page 27 would be better titled "Geolcgic Map" or "Bedrock Geology."
Thank you for your comment.

79.

On page 45, we question the validity of using S2.001MCF for the forecast value of
natural gas that might be produced from this area. Our forecasts t"roug" 1998 never
exceed SI.65IMCF. We also wonder if coalbed met"ane was considered a part of t"e
natural gas resource present in the leasing areas?
The forecast value for natural gas has been modified to renect the current selling price.
Using $ 1.651MCF, the potential revenues generated from the Frontier Formation would
be $16.4 million in revenue and just over two million in royalty payments. A si milar well
ill the Dakota formation could generate $14 .4 million and $ 1.8 million in royalty
payment,.

WYOMING STATE ENGINEER'S OFFICE
80.

A review of the subject report revealed no areas of specific concern to this agency. If,
however, leasing and subsequent sodium mining were to occur, the operators would be
required to obtain the proper water use related permits from this agency.

development would be required to complete detailed analysis of air quality issues.
However, a range of development could be displayed in the leasing EA to show the
relative significance of air quality impacts.
BLM is aware of the location of Class 1 and II wilderness areas managed by the U.S.
Forest Service. Bridger-Teton National Forest. BLM has acknowledge the potential for
significant impacts to air quality (EA at page 78). However, BLM' s position that, given
the fact that it does not have a specific development proposal , the tiered approach to
enviro nmental review. generally condoned in the regulations (40 CFR 1502.20 and
1508.28), is calculated to provide the most informed decision-making possible in relation
to sodium leasing. Detailed analysis of the potential environmental consequences of
development on air quality will be conducted when BLM receives a concrete, site-spec ific
proposal .
There are several reasons why a detailed analysis of potential air quality impacts is not
appropriate at the leasi ng stage:

I.

2.
Thank you for your comment.

FOREST SERVICE - BRIDGER-TETON NATIONAL FOREST
Thank you for providing our office with the EA for Sodium Leasing in the Green River Basin
of Southwestern Wyoming. My staff has reviewed the document and public comments and
have the following suggeslions.

3.

81.

4.

Trona leasing proposal is located about 70 miles SSW of one Class I area, the Bridger
Wilderness area, a Class /I area, is also at the southern end of the Wind River
mountain range; Fillpatrick Class I Wilderness area is also located within the Wind
River Range, butfurther north. We believe that trona development within t.~e proposed
lease area has the potential for significant impacts to the Bridger Wilderness and Popo
Agie Wilderness and should be addressed within the EA. Potential impacts should be
addressed with the context of direct, indirect and cumulative effects. At a minimum,
cumulative impacts should include impacts from existing mineral development, such as
trona mining and processing, coal fired generation plants, oil and gas development and
processing, proposed oil and gas leasing or development (i.e., Moxa Arch and
Fontenelle EIS's), and any foreseeable future oil and gas or sodium leases. Without
this information, it is impossible to determine the significance of impacts.
We realize that the EA is not a development proposal, therefore making it difficult to
accurately quantify impacts. We also agree that the proponents of any future
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5.

No one knows if or when a development proposal may be submitted (e.g., in 5.
10, 15. or 20 years plus) to provide a basis for a meaningful and useful
ellvironmental appraisal.
There are many different development scenarios possible that would require
considerable time to analyze, when in fact something different may ultimately be
proposed constituting a mis-allocation of resources (e.g .. the leased mineral could
be processed at an existing facility , the mineral could be moved out of the area for
processing, the lessee could use a dry-processing method rather than a wetprocessing method, etc.).
The potential ex ists for changes and improvements in technology to occur that
could greatly reduce emission concerns before a development proposal is
submitted (e.g., switching from coal to natural gas for dryi ng the soda ash).
The mitigating lease restrictions contained in the Decision Record require further
detailed environmental analysis before authori zation to construct or mine can be
considered, thus assuring that the environmental consequences of de velopment on
air quality will enter the decision-making process.
BLM has added the following miti gation measure (see Deci sion Record, Appendix
A. #68): BLM will not authori ze any activity that wo uld violate fede ral or state
ai r quality standards as mandated by the Clean Air Act. Federa l Land Policy and
Management Act. and the Environmental Quality Ac t of Wyom ing. The
proponent of any future development proposal would be required to complete a
detailed ana lys is of a ir qua lity issues. including potential direct. indirect. and
cumulative e ffects. in conjunction with the environ mental analysis. Cumulati ve
impac ts. at a minimum. wi ll inc lude impacts from existing mineral development
and any foreseeable development.
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82.

Our air quality related values (AQRV's) monitored since 1984 within the Bridger and
Popo Agie Wilderness areas include precipitation chemistry, lake chemistry, vegetation,
soils, geology, and visibility. Monitoring results indicate that these sub-alpine and
granitic based jeatures are sensitive to polluted deposition. We have documented
increased levels of deposition pollutants above background levels within these wilderness
areas. The data suggests decreasing AQRV's, particularly visibility and precipitation
chemistry. We are pursuing further analysis to determine statistical significance of
these apparent trends.
This portion of the comment letter provided part of BLM' s response to comment 39.
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